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Farmed salmon
escape
Georgia Strait Alliance and Homalco
First Nation have expressed their
dismay and anger about the Canada Day
escape of 30,000 Atlantic Salmon from
the Fredrick Arm Marine Harvest farm
in the northern Georgia Strait.
‘The problem this farm is having with
the corner of the net being submerged is
similar to problems at the Church House
farm. It doesn’t seem that they have
learned from their mistakes, even after
over 25 years in business.’ said Chief
Darren Blaney. ‘How many other farms
are like that and how many escapes have
gone unreported?’
‘This is a completely preventable
occurrence,’ said Ruby Berry of the
Georgia Strait Alliance. ‘If the
government had acted on its own
committee’s recommendation and
required the farms to be in closed
containment, we wouldn’t be seeing
repeated escapes of this invasive salmon
species into the marine environment.’
GSA says it received a number of
reports of Atlantic Salmon jumping and
travelling in large schools throughout
Nodales Channel, some distance from
the Fredrick Arm Farm that reported
the escape. ‘These are adult fish and we
know that they compete with the Pacific
SALMON ESCAPE, please turn to page 5
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Water fun for kids, parents and staff, aided by local firefighters, is the finale of the school year on Mayne.

Two Islanders named
to Order of Canada
Two well-known Gulf Islanders were named as
Officers of the Order of Canada on Canada Day, and
can now write O.C. after their names.
They are Salt Spring Island’s Randy Bachman and
Galiano’s Audrey Thomas.
Randy is a veteran rock musician, founder of the
Bachman-Turner Overdrive and the Guess Who, and
helper and mentor to generations of up-and-coming
instrumentalists and singers. His citation reads: ‘For
his contributions as an iconic Canadian rock musician
and for his support of Canadian music as a producer
of emerging Canadian artists.’
North Galiano’s Audrey Thomas is a well known
author and teacher: ‘For her contributions as one of
our nation’s most accomplished fiction writers,
notably as a master of the short story, and as a revered
teacher and mentor.’ ✐

A bridge to Gabriola?
BC Ferries Services CEO David Hahn says he’s
willing to help finance a survey of Gabriola
Islanders to determine whether they would like
a bridge to replace their ferry to Nanaimo.
Hahn was being interviewed by radio journalist
Vaughn Palmer June 27, soon after BCFS
applied for permission to implement additional
fuel surcharges of up to 20% on ‘minor routes,’
of which the Gabriola—Nanaimo route is one.
Gabriola has a population of some 4,500, with
a significant number of regular commuters and
many more who travel across the 7km of
Nanaimo Harbour to shop and do business in
Nanaimo.
Hahn said that he had been asked by one
Gabriola resident whether it was time a bridge
was built to the Island to replace the ferry, and
he had indicated that BCFS would be willing to

contribute $5,000 to the cost of a survey.
The question had reportedly been raised by
by a Gabriola courier service operator.
Hahn felt that, ‘over a 50 year period,’ a
bridge would be a more economical choice. But
he was quick to add that he would not support
the idea unless the Gabriola Ferry Advisory
Committee and Gabriola residents were in
favour.

Cancellations Sunday
The bridge idea was highlighted on Sunday
evening, June 29, when the ferry could not run
for three hours because BCFS was unable to
locate a substitute for an engineer who called in
sick (BCFS is currently advertising for over 60
engineering and deck officers). BCFS made a
BRIDGE, please turn to page 10

No LNG tankers in Georgia Strait, says
Island Trust
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Summer delight

The Islands Trust Council has unanimously supported a
call to the federal government to ban liquefied natural gas
(LNG) tankers in Georgia Strait, and a call to the
provincial government to disallow greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) from new gas-fired electricity
generation plants. The Council will support the resolution
at the UBCM convention in September 2008.
On June 12, at its quarterly meeting on Galiano Island,
the Council received a presentation by Texada Action Now
and The Georgia Strait Alliance, two member groups of
the Alliance to Stop LNG. Following the presentation, the
Trustees formally backed a resolution passed in May this
year by the Powell River Regional District—a call to ban
LNG tankers and to allow no GHGs from gas-fired
generation plants.
Islands Trust Council is responding to a proposal by
WestPac LNG to build an LNG import terminal and a 600
megawatt gas-fired generation plant on the north end of
Texada Island. The terminal would accommodate 36 LNG
tanker shipments per year, 72 trips, through the Strait of
Juan de Fuca and Georgia Strait to Texada Island—a route
that takes it directly past most of the Gulf Islands in the
Islands Trust.
‘This is the home of everyone in the Islands Trust,’ says

Sheila Malcolmson, Trustee for Gabriola Island. ‘It is no
place for LNG tankers and the security and environmental
risks they expose us to.’
In the United States, security procedures around LNG
tankers are severe. ‘No sail’ zones of a mile in front, two
miles behind and half a mile on either side of a tanker are
practiced. Airspace above the ships is restricted. Armed
tenders accompany the carriers.
‘We applaud the Trustees for supporting this very
progressive resolution,’ says Deborah Conner, Executive
Director of the Georgia Strait Alliance. ‘It sends a strong
statement to the provincial and federal governments
about the many risks to people, property, and the
environment, of the WestPac proposal.’
‘Our Regional District Directors have worked closely
with us, and agree with Texada residents that the risks and
impacts of tankers through our precious waters are not
worth taking,’ says Chuck Childress, Chair of Texada
Action Now. ‘We agree with the premier that the world
faces a climate crisis, and that BC’s greenhouse gas
emissions need to be reduced. He won’t allow emissions
from coal-fired generation; it only makes sense that he
shouldn’t allow GHGs from new gas-fired plants.’ ✐
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Islands Trust Executive refuses Galiano Forest bylaws
At its meeting on June 24, the Islands Trust Executive refused lands, much like the Agricultural Land Reserve. They have
two controversial new Bylaws put forward by the Galiano Island criticized the provincial government for releasing private forest
Trust Committee to change the Island’s Official Community Plan lands from Tree Farm Licenses on request. Some major forest
and the Land Use Bylaw to permit residences to be built in the companies are reported to have extensive plans for land sale and
Forest 1 zone. The Local Trust now has several options, one of development.
The two organizations also agree that raw logs should not be
which is appealing the decision to Trust Council, a decision about
exported. They expect to raise
this will be made at press time
Island Trust Directive Policies
both issues in the coming
on July 7 at Galiano Local Trust
provincial election campaign.
Committee Meeting.
Named In Galiano Decision
The Executive Committee: 3.2.2 Local trust committees and island municipalities shall,
Background
Kim Benson (Gambier/Keats), in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, Forest 1 lots on Galiano,
Chair, with Vice-Chairs Gary address the protection of unfragmented forest ecosystems comprising some 55% of the
Steeves (North Pender), Gisele within their local planning areas from potentially adverse Island, were made available to
Rudischer (Gabriola), and Rose impacts of growth, development and land-use.
private purchasers nearly
Willow (Lasqueti) ruled that the
4.2.6 Local trust committees and island municipalities shall, twenty years ago, when treeproposed OCP revisions are not
in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, farm owner MacMillan Bloedel
consistent with directives in the
address the need to protect the ecological integrity on a scale decided to ‘urbanize its second
Trust Policy Statement, (for the
growth.’ In other words, to sell
of forest stands and landscapes.
ruling, see Readers Letters, page
tree-farm lands, much of which
13 and for the directives, see box 4.2.7 Local trust committees and island municipalities shall, had been logged, for private use:
in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws,
this page.)
logging or development. Most
address:
Private Managed
of the tree-farm lots were at that
• the retention of large land holdings and parcel sizes for
time subdivided only to District
Forest Lands
sustainable forestry use, and
In the letter, the Trust Executive • the location and construction of roads, and utility and Lot boundaries, and averaged
has expressed its apprehension communication corridors to minimize the fragmentation of over 100 acres.
In order to prevent
about
what
it
terms forests.
uncontrolled
residential
‘uncertainties between the
4.4.2
Local
trust
committees
and
island
municipalities
shall,
development,
the
Galiano
Object of the Islands Trust Act
in
their
official
community
plans
and
regulatory
bylaws,
community
quickly
revised
its
and the provisions of the Private
bylaws to disallow residences.
Managed Forest Land Act.’ The address measures that ensure:
object of the Islands Trust Act is, • neither the density nor intensity of land use is increased in As a condition of purchase,
of course, ‘preserve and protect’ areas which are known to have a problem with the quality or MacMillan Bloedel made
buyers aware that they might
for the long term, while the quantity of the supply of freshwater,
well not be able to build
PMFL Act provides a means • water quality is maintained, and
•
existing,
anticipated
and
seasonal
demands
for
water
are
residences on the parcels they
whereby forest land owners log
considered
and
allowed
for.
bought.
and/or hold land for eventual
The revised Bylaws were
development,
with
very 5.3.4 Local trust committees and island municipalities shall,
challenged
in court by
in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws
favourable taxation treatment.
MacMillan
Bloedel
who won
On Galiano, some Forest 1 lot address the development of a classification system of rural
owners have registered their roadways, including scenic or heritage road designations, in only to lose in the subsequent
Appeal Court case. Madame
properties as PMFL. However, recognition of the object of the Islands Trust.
since the current OCP and LUB 5.3.5 Local trust committees and island municipalities shall, Justice Mary Southin remarked
Bylaws
predate
the in their official community plans and regulatory bylaws, that the Trust’s ‘preserve and
proclamation of the PMFL Act, address the impacts of road location, design, construction and protect’ mandate was ‘no mere
piety.’ The judgement stated
Galiano’s Bylaws prevail. The systems.
that the Bylaws have been law
PMFL Act, however, provides
and in effect during all the years
that a local government cannot adopt a bylaw that would ‘have
it
had
took
the
process
to
get
through
the courts.
the effect of restricting, directly or indirectly, a forest
Notwithstanding,
some
subdivisions
applications had been
management activity’ on PMFL lands. It goes on to say that this
applies ‘for certainty, even though the bylaw or permit does not made to, and processed and approved by the Ministry of
Highways during this period
directly apply’ to PMFL lands.
(Ministry of Highways was the
This is clearly a provision
Excerpt from Private Managed
approving agency at the time).
capable of broad interpretation.
Forest Land Regulation
More developments were
Its effect is that, should Galiano
1 (2) Forest management activity means an activity, process or awaiting signing when the
make any changes to its OCP or
use, including structures and facilities that support the Appeal Court judgment put
LUB
which
might
be
activity, process or use, that is described in Schedule A and them in limbo. Development
interpreted as affecting PMFL
that is related to or carried out for the production or had also taken place, including
lands,
then
the
PMFL
harvesting of forest resources on or from the owner's private major private road building.
regulations take precedence
managed forest lands, for as long as the land is classified
Ministry of Highways’ lack of
over the Galiano bylaws.
under the Assessment Act as managed forest land.
a moratorium on development
PMFL Permit
Schedule A
during the court process, made
Dwellings, Camps Forest management activities include the following:
a
travesty
of
orderly
a) silviculture and timber harvesting activities
The wide industrial-scale land
development and led to a
b) transportation, delivery handling and sale
uses permitted by the PMFL Act
morass of misconceptions, hard
c) dryland sorting and scaling
are shown in Box 3. It is
feelings, real hardships, and
d) road, bridge and trail construction maintenance
important to note that it
unrealistic expectations with
e) drilling and blasting
permits, besides a wide range of
which Galiano has been
f) aggregate production and processing
industrial activities which do
struggling ever since.
g) storage and repair of equipment and vehicles
not preserve and protect, ‘one
A set of opportunities for
h) slash and prescribed burning
dwelling per registered parcel
creating residences through
i) treatment of noxious weeds, introduced plants,
unless additional dwellings are
rezoning was created in the
competing vegetation, other pests and damaging agents 2000 OCP and LUB revisions.
permitted under applicable
j) protection of forest crops including but not limited to fire Some Forest 1 landowners have
local bylaws,’ and ‘forest
protection and suppression and wildlife management
management administration,
since completed a rezoning
k) safety and security measures
including accommodation of
process. Some built in
l) water storage, including reservoirs for providing water
personnel.’
contravention of the Bylaw.
for fire protection purposes or other use
So, in summary, if any
Some complained that the
changes are made in the OCP or m) agroforestry and silvopasture systems
process was too slow (hardly
n) soil production, improvement or processing
LUB that might be interpreted
surprising as the area in
o) site rehabilitation and improvement
as affecting forest lands in any
question is more than a third of
p) disposal of wood waste
way, each PMFL landowner
the Island). Incidentally,
q) harvesting and sale of botanical forest products
could build a dwelling without
although the F1 landbase is
r) portable processing of forest resources
any permission from the Islands
large, F1 owners are less than
s) one dwelling per registered parcel unless additional
Trust.
10% of Galiano’s property
dwellings are permitted under applicable local bylaws
owners; 66 of the 96 forest lot
Wider Questions
t) forest management administration, including
are owned by corporations, with
About PMFL
accommodation of personnel.
one corporate owner holding as
Recently, forestry workers,
many as 24 lots.
represented by the United Steelworkers local 1-80, and the
Other F1 owners wanted residential rights without rezoning.
Western Canada Wilderness Committee have agreed that too Local Trustees Roy Smith and Michael Sharp, elected in 2005,
many forest lands are being ‘stripped’ for development. They
TRUST EXEC, please turn to next page
have called for a designation that would protect private forest
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Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank

e had our first stretch of hot days at the tail end of pans of Spanish Rice and clean up the site the day after the big
June. Ice cream sales shot up, lots of boats appeared at day. As compensation, they visit with their old school mates on
the government wharf, and Islanders were seen BBQ day and say hello to the other community adults who cared
AT POINT ATKINSON
without jackets or ‘just in case’ cover-ups. In the heat, we trade for them during their growing up.
JULY
Each of the Islands in the Trust Area has celebrations, that
the usually very active time slots of 11am–2 pm for 5am–noon
and the evening goes on and on forever. The dogs seek out the have evolved over time, to bring in off-Island money to support
Day
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Ht./ft. Ht./m.
Day
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dampest, darkest places and only have the energy to bark in a Island infrastructures. These celebrations are monetarily crucial
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to small island communities and repay the tremendous effort
token manner. The tomatoes jump up about a foot each day.
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All of our children, their kids and their partners came the required to put on such events.
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4.4
On Saturna we know that together we can accomplish a huge
weekend before the Lamb BBQ, and we made full use of the
2225
14.8
4.5
2345
11.8
3.6
warm sunlit evenings to loll about, talk and have adventures with amount. As a community we have come to trust that groups and
0550
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1.8
0352
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4.0
1225
10.8
3.3
1129
2.3
0.7
individuals will do their self-assigned part (‘anarchistic ad
the grandchildren.
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9.5
2.9
1908
14.4
4.4
While we lolled, Jacques Campbell and her hay crew, hockery’) and the whole will be created. Together, we are used to
2254
14.1
4.3
consisting of two Woofers (Willing Workers on Organic Farms), problem solving and coordinating. We are used to tolerating a
0638
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0019
11.2
3.4
family members, and various willing assorteds, cut, raked, baled, certain amount of bickering and complaining and balancing
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FR
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between traditional
hauled and
2323
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1932
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methods and modern
stored tons of
0725
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materials and labourhay for the
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SA
SU
saving innovations.
sheep
and
1926
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3.6
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3.0
0.9
2356
13.1
4.0
1954
14.8
4.5
We value the
cattle for next
0811
3.9
1.2
0137
10.2
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traditional way of
winter/early
1622
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4.1
0617
12.5
3.8
doing things and are
spring.
SU
MO
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3.7
1309
3.6
1.1
conscious of the
The hot
2016
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4.5
reality that people get
days
and
0036
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3.6
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old and die and that
winds dried
MO
TU
1703
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4.2
1344
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1.4
you must recruit and
the hay in
2151
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3.7
2040
14.8
4.5
interest younger and
record time
0123
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7.9
2.4
new people if the
which makes
0937
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11.5
3.5
TU
WE
1738
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4.3
1420
5.9
1.8
event is to continue.
for superior
2235
12.1
3.7
2106
14.8
4.5
And we are aware
hay
that
0215
13.1
4.0
0355
6.9
2.1
that the Lamb BBQ
maintains
1017
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0.9
0933
11.2
3.4
WE
TH
has a charisma all its
high protein
1810
14.4
4.4
1501
7.5
2.3
2311
11.8
3.6
2134
14.8
4.5
own and attracts
content and
interest
and
has
little
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involvement.
mildew.
Photos:
Bill
Schermbrucker
Participating
We have
families and the
had a grand The many helping hands behind the scenes make Saturna’s Lamb BBQ a success.
community
have
amount
of
swallowtail butterflies this early summer. They waft their created traditions surrounding the BBQ. We are aware of the
gorgeous coloured wings about the garden regularly and get basic value of eating together and taking time to appreciate the
efforts of people who are outside our normal social circle.
jammed into the open greenhouse roof and require liberation.
In my young life when schooling was mandatory, I remember Workers eat meals together at the community hall and at the
reading that in medieval times people thought that rain in Winter Cove site.
Hu
Ho
rr y
After we have done
barrels created worms. Medieval people, being both brighter and
tS
o
ffe
stupider than we are, were onto solving a generation ‘mystery’. everything to prepare for
um
re
While I know the rainbarrel and worm connection process is way Canada Day: the 26 lambs are
nd
m
st
er
wrong, I had no reasonable explanation for blackflies on Saturna butchered and racked on the
hi
s
Sa
Se
Island. I was startled and dismayed to find them biting me in the big metal Argentinean crosses,
pt
le
em
evening warmth of the hottest day. Did some new-to-the-Island the Spanish Rice and coleslaw
b
er
person import them because they missed getting eaten alive are made, the buns and
21
from their old home place? Did the blackflies drop off of seaplane cookies are baked, buttered
sh
ar
landing pontoons, or could they incubate for the 30 years I and bagged and the booths,
p!
haven’t seen them while waiting for this hot weather? The porta-potties, wharves, sound
medievals probably had a plausible theory for this out-of- system, stage, beer garden, fire
nowhere phenomena! I can only hope that brown bats and pit, parking and rice cookers at
Winter Cove are entirely set
swallows love to eat them.
Spirea bushes are just bursting into flower all over the up, we all have a big dinner of
Islands. They smell spicy and their white creamy sprays make a lamb livers, hearts, tongue,
vivid contrast with blue ocean and the solid green of conifers. salads, and other pot luck
Look closely on sunny outcroppings and you will see yerba items at the Community Hall.
By 4am on July 1, the
buena, a lemon-scented vine, blooming. The mossy north-facing
road-cuts are filled with the trailing, slender vines and upright lamb-cooking fire is lit, by 7am
fragrant pink bells of twinflower. Twin flower is great for sniffing the lambs are on the fire, by
and yerba buena makes a lovely fragrant tea used by First 9am the various groups who
run the venues are arriving
Nations and the Spanish explorers.
and doing last minute set up
Canada Day Lamb BBQ
Discover a new way of living. Surround yourself
For 59 years, the July First weekend has been the celebration things. Around noon guests
with nature’s purest building material, nature itself.
that rings in summer for Saturna. On that date, our kids and and community members
stop still, hats are
Pure natural log homes by Calico have been shipped around the world for 35 years. From
those of many
off, waiting for our
Enjoying
The
Day
recreational cottages to executive homes... What nature grows, we profile into perfect log
other Island
national anthem to
retreats. Isn't it time you started living more naturally? Make the call today, or check us out
families know
begin. For a minute
on the web.You'll be glad you discovered nature's purest way of living.
that, if they
or
so
the
day
is
visit mom and
Calico, where nature becomes your home.
focused on being a
dad, they are in
citizen
of
the
charge of all
country of Canada.
meals and all
Each single voice
of their own
blends into the
hospitality.
words of ‘Oh,
They accept
Canada’.
this willingly,
Around 1:30pm
don’t whine about parental absenteeism at workbees, and leap in
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to help load roasting lambs at 6am onto trucks, pack around big

SATURNA, turn to page 15

TRUST EXEC from page 2
proposed new bylaws revising the OCP and LUB to permit one dwelling per lot on Forest 1 land,
terming them ‘buildings accessory to forestry use.’
Bylaw Nº199, changing the OCP, and bylaw Nº200, changing the LUB, were written to
accomplish this, as well as to adopt some provisions of the incomplete Galiano Road Plan in order
to ensure access, through easement instead of public road, to the dwellings.
On May 5, the Local Trust Committee gave a majority Third Reading to these bylaws (LTC chair,
Gisele Rudischer, voted against) and they were passed to the Trust Executive for approval. The
Trust Executive Committee’s refusal of the bylaws was a very unusual occurrence. ✐
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Editorial: Talking About The ‘Good Life’
ife on nearly all the Islands is dependent on cars, trucks,
and ferries because the Islands are isolated and rural but
not farming economies, ie we don’t produce much of the
food we need to supply our populations. Given this inherent
challenge, what can we do to continue the good life on the Islands
as coming changes wreak havoc on the world’s economies.
What follows is a starter’s list of possibilities and initiatives
which Islanders and Island communities could consider.
Readers are invited to express their own ideas and send them to
Island Tides, and to your local governments. We’re all in this
together: as well as things we don’t have, write about things that
exist on your Island already and whose time may have come on
other Islands. To keep the dialogue going, a series entitled ‘The
Good Life’ which will examine some of those good things is
starting soon in Island Tides. Look for it!
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With a very few exceptions, transportation on the Islands means
roads; few Islands are small enough to get around on foot and
most are large enough that a trip to the store, school, or health
centre requires a vehicle.
Many on-Island trips are made in ‘single-occupancy vehicles’.
As the Islands grow, the custom of asking a neighbour if they
want a ride, or picking up hitchhikers, is being lost. Many of us
don’t know our neighbours any more (particularly if they aren’t
full-time residents), and we may be nervous about hitchhikers.
If you want to go off-Island, especially from the Southern
Islands and Salt Spring, the ferry may land you at a terminal
where a car will be necessary to get anywhere useful.
On most Islands, buses could not be justified; there are not
enough people wanting to go the same way at the same time. But
smaller vans running on regular routes to and from ferries could
reduce the need for vehicles, both on the roads and on the ferries.
Pender Island’s Paths on Pender (PoP) has created a car stop
system (see article, page 7): pick-up places where people looking
for a ride could gather—rather like bus stops. There will be
sixteen ‘car stops’ on North Pender, which has a peculiarly
dysfunctional road system—most people live many kilometers
by road from the stores or the ferry (but only a kilometer or two
as the crow flies).

Walking
Walking puts you on touch with your Island. It is inexpensive
and healthful for anyone who isn’t handicapped. However, in
many areas there is nowhere to walk except on narrow roads;
this is often dangerous. Let’s create trails and pathways, both
along the road allowances and through easements across private
property, that enable us to walk to where we want to go.

Bicycles
Bicycles are, on most Islands, a practical form of humanpowered transport. Bicycle riding can also be hazardous on our
narrow, uneven roads; dedicated paths and trails will be needed.
Unavaoidable hills can be dealt with by electric-assist
bicycles, see Louis Vallée advertisement on the Bulletin Board,
page 11.
Secure bicycle racks and storage will be needed at the stores
and at the ferries. Perhaps this could be combined with a bicycle
servicing business and possibly rentals.

Planning For Getting Around
When planning our Islands, we need to pay more attention to
getting around easily under our own steam. In particular, the
provision of off-road trails and pathways for walkers and cyclists
should be considered in both new and existing development.
The geology of most of the Gulf Islands results in steep-sided
ridges and flat valley bottoms. Any new travel routes should be
designed so that steep hills are avoided, whether for roads, trails,
or pathways.
Even where there are no roads, there are often road
allowances, and these could be put to use for paths and trails. On
some Islands, the provision of long-sought shortcuts should be
given high priority. Where necessary, the use of private land
easements should be considered as part of the transportation
planning process.

Electric vehicles
Most Islands are small enough that a range of simple larger plugin electric vehicles (think golf carts) are quite practical for most
daily transportation. Electric scooters can also be used. The
major obstacle at the moment is legislation which does not
permit their use on public roads. Additional safety requirements
are probably necessary to minimize conflicts with cars and
trucks.
GOOD LIFE, please turn to page 11

Readers’ Letters
Galiano Saturday Night

Bad to Worse

Dear Editor:
My wife and I were two of the group of people that were denied
passage from Galiano Island (Sturdies Bay) to Tsawwassen last
night (July 5, 2008)
We were told by the ferry staff, that despite the ferry being
less than fully loaded, we would not be allowed to purchase a seat
on the ferry as there were insufficient staff on for that route to
allow any more people or cars on the ship.
The fact that people with reservations were turned away is
nothing short of shameful for BC Ferries. This is the peak season
for use of the ferries–and to not have a full complement of staff
on board to meet the volume of customers that could reasonably
be expected is inexcusable.
This however is not my concern. The issue which I found
most outrageous was the behaviour of the ship’s captain who
reluctantly came down to the ferry dock after much insistence on
our part, to address us.
When asked what alternatives BC Ferries would provide to
those customers that could not be accommodated on the ferry he
rudely told us there were no alternatives and that the next ferry
would be Sunday morning
When given the option of increasing the crew head count by
taking on extra staff from Sturdies Bay to Tsawwassen he
rejected the staff offer.
The Captain then completed his meeting by summarily
ordering the remaining foot passengers off the gangway and
threatening to call the RCMP to have our names taken and used
to ‘blacklist’ us from all further access to BC Ferries.
This heavy-handed bullying tactic is completely
unacceptable. Do we live in a police state where failure to follow
each and every edict automatically opens us up to swift and
extreme punishment?
That the BC Ferry Corp has a monopoly on transportation in
the Gulf Islands is understood. That they do not have the decency
to treat their customers with concern and respect is unworthy of
the outrageous fees paid to utilize their service. That they could
not provide options to allow us to leave the island to return to our
homes in a timely manner created an issue of safety and health
risk for some of the people left stranded.
It will be sometime before my wife and I put our family’s
safety at risk again by subjecting ourselves to the inept and
callous behaviour of the BC Ferries Services.

Dear Editor:
I took the opportunity the other day of a rare sighting of MLA
Murrary Coell on Pender Island to raise with him the issue of the
iniquitous discrepancy in the treatment of the Gulf Islands and
the rest of the province when it comes to transportation,
specifically the inadequate subsidy provided to the ferry system
by the province, and the unequal application of fares and
surcharges between the Gulf Islands, and the larger routes. His
response can be summarized as follows. While he is ‘as upset
about it as we are,’ Cabinet solidarity precludes his commenting
on the situation outside that hallowed circle. He is, he assured
me, campaigning vigorously on our behalf with his Cabinet
colleagues to address the appalling unfairness with which we are
being treated. One does wonder, however, how effective that
campaign has been, given that a bad situation is rapidly getting
worse. Clearly his colleagues aren’t paying the least bit of
attention to his efforts.
When I reminded him that when in opposition he promised
that, if his party was elected, the ferry system would receive the
same level of subsidy as the rest of the province’s highway
system, he pointed out that being in Opposition was quite
different to being in Government. Clearly this is so.
He also reminded me that the current structure of BC Ferries
was to avoid political interference in its operation. I do note that
there was no concern about ‘political interference’ in the
transportation system, when he posed proudly next to the sign
advising of the repaving of some of Pender’s roads.
He did not agree with me that we were dealing with fairy dust,
since BC Ferries has only one shareholder–the province of BC.
What company would survive without listening to its
shareholders? Perhaps it is time to consider returning Mr Coell
to Opposition at the first available opportunity, since this seems
the only way we can overcome these obstacles to his acting
effectively on our behalf.
Barbara Hutcheson, Pender Island

Chris and Deborah Moser, Vancouver

Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better
from the ground up!
Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.

BC Ferries Financials
Dear Editor:
One small issue about Patrick Brown’s article, ‘Traffic flat,
earnings down for BC Ferries,’ June 26 Island Tides. Patrick
says, ‘The corporation was essentially debt-free when it was
incorporated in 2003.’ However, the corporation issued a
debenture on Government of some $ 427M which was paid to
Government about two years later and BC Ferries had to borrow
$500M in the open market.
Jakob Knaus, Sunshine Coast

Patrick Brown’s Note: Mr Knaus is correct. The government
took this debenture as payment on their sale of the assets of the
original BC Ferries Crown Corporation. It did not show as an
open market borrowing, as do subsequent BC Ferries Services
bond issues. However, when the debenture was discharged,
BCFS was in the process of issuing new bonds to borrow money
on the open market. And at all times, BCFS has relied on bank
lines of credit to ensure sufficient operating funds.

Septic System Survey Welcomed
Dear Editor:
In these days of dawning realization of the intermixing of
groundwater and traces of contents from poorly maintained
septic systems, and septic fields that have been sited to close too
wells (because of the withdrawal of Ministry of Health from the
installation inspection system), it was inevitable that questions
would arise on better management and mandatory inspections
of septic systems. It was also inevitable that the larger
communities managed by town or city councils would buy-in
first—without public consultation.
This, however, does not mean that our island communities
need to follow suit, if we use our heads.
Do I want bureaucracy meandering around my property,
digging into my septic? No! I am quite capable of knowing when
it should be pumped. It is in my financial interest to look after my
system. It costs a lot to replace, so it will get equal care and
respect that a well, community or private, receives. I believe we
can spread this message through public education with positive
results. Would we even be having this discussion 10 years ago?
Islanders, being of a naturally independent nature, live
intimately with their wells and septics. We are not remote from
any source—ever. However, the majority of septic systems on the
islands are years old and many are not doing the job they were
designed to do. We have not helped by dumping all of our
increasing grey-water into a system that was designed for
sewage. The building code proposed changes for 2010 are going
to require all new construction to have grey-water receptacles.
That is a good start, finally.
The septic-savvy message is: pump your tank every 3–5
years. Put nothing in the tank that has not been well-chewed.
Throw the occasional beer party and keep your wee beasties
happy in that dark abyss. Never put pharmaceuticals or overthe-counter medications down the drain. Return them to your
local pharmacy using the Medications Return Program
(www.medicationsreturn.ca).
LETTERS, please turn to next page

What is a
property worth
without water?
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8:30-11:30: Sturdies Bay, Galiano

The Fishery Afloat
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SUNDAYS

BC’s best wild-only salmon,
live local crab, fresh halibut
& other seasonal seafood

1-4pm: Montague Marina, Galiano

9am-noon: Hope Bay, Pender

FOR ADVANCE ORDERS
250-537-3474 or fish@saltspring.com

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING
TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

D
 
www drillwell com

SSI:   
drill@drillwell com

‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words
Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

Saturdays till Thanksgiving

Saturday, July 19

Pender Islands Farmers’ Market—’Come drop by ‘cuz you
just never know what you’ll find or who you’ll meet;’ fresh, local
produce; baked goods and cheeses; local art and artisan works •
Community Hall • Every Saturday 9:30am-1pm • ON PENDER
ISLAND

Pender Anglican Church Women’s 75th Garden Party—
tea, home baking, attic treasures, books and plant stalls, kids’ face
painting, games, ‘Mad Hatter Parade’ hot dogs, Patrick Kordyback
assesses your antiques and collectibles for $5 per item • St Peter’s
Anglican Church, 4703 Canal Road • 1-4pm • Tickets $5, children
$1 • Info: Rosemary Donald 250-629-9994 • ON PENDER
ISLAND

Saturdays t i l l S e p t e m b e r
Galiano Saturday Market—come rain or shine—eat great
food, listen to music and support the local economy; a little bit of
everything: arts and crafts, market gardeners, healing arts and
fleamarket • Lions Park, Burrill Road • 10am–2pm • Info: Andrea,
250-539-3700 • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Fri, Sat & Sun, July 11, 12 & 13

Saturdays, July 19 & 26
Pender Film Group Screenings—SAT JULY 19: The Singing
Revolution (2006)—Between 1986 and 1991, Estonians used
songs to free themselves peacefully from decades of Soviet
occupation; SAT JULY 26: Up the Yangtze (2007) contested
symbol of the Chinese economic miracle, the Three Gorges hydroelectric dam, provides the backdrop for life inside modern China
• All shows 7:30pm • Community Hall • Admission by donation •
Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Vancouver Island Musicfest—3 days and 6 stages of world
class music from across Canada and
around the globe • Weekend Passes:
Adults $139, Seniors $100, Youth, $65 •
Tickets: 1-866-898-8499, website, or
Fascinating Rhythms (Nanaimo);
Timbuktu Music (Qualicum Beach);
Sound Advice Music Shop (Port
Alberni); Sound Advice Music Shop, IHos Gallery, Sid Williams Theatre (Courtenay) • Info:
www.islandmusicfest.com • COMOX VALLEY

World Cup Soccer Camp—Ages 6-13years, 3–6pm; ages 45years, 3-4:30pm, all registrations include T-shirt. Registration
$95 & $50, pick-up and drop-off registration forms at Southridge
•
Info
and
printable
registration
forms
at
www.worldcupsoccercamp.com or call Rod McLean 250-629-6111
• ON PENDER ISLAND

Fri, Sat & Sun, July 11, 12 & 13

Wed to Sat, Jul 30 to Aug 9

In Place—paintings by Dawn Stofer; exploration
of domestic space, its sense of invitation, isolation,
abstraction and contemplation • Denman Island
Art Centre, at the top of the ferry hill • 10am-6pm
daily • Info: www.stofergallery.com, 250-335-3246,
stofer@telus.net • ON DENMAN ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, July 12 & 13
TCAC’s Rembrandt’s Birthday Celebration Art Show and
Sale—art and local Pender artists at work; kids free art table;
show held in memory of Carol Christie, past president & show
founder • Driftwood Centre • 12–4pm• ON PENDER ISLAND

Sunday, July 13
Mowbray
and
Mills
Concert—
performers paddle from Victoria to Salt
Spring for a performance of voice, guitar
and violin • Treehouse Café, Ganges •
6:30–10pm • www.mowbrayandmills.com •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Thurs, Fri & Sat July 17, 18 & 19
ArtSpring Treasure Fair—lots of great items available at the
Silent Auction, Live Auction, Cash 'n Carry Room & Community
Flea Market • ArtSpring, 100 Jackson Avenue, Ganges • Tickets:
free but reserve 250-537-2102, toll-free 866-537-2102,
www.artspring.ca • ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Thurs to Sun, July 17 to 20
Denman Island Readers and Writers Festival—literary
cabarets, intimate solo sessions and workshops featuring
Elizabeth Bachinsky, bill bissett, Sharon Butala, Maggie de Vries,
Dennis Foon, Jack Hodgins, Shaena Lambert, Jen Sookfong Lee,
Brian Payton, Calvin Sandborn and Howard; moderated by
Sheryl
Mckay
White
•
Info:
250-335-2576,
www.denmanislandreadersandwritersfestival.com,
• ON
DENMAN ISLAND

Sat, July 19 to Thurs, July 31
Man, Myth & Magic—Canadian Ojibway artist IceBear’s work
spans the gamut from representational
landscapes to contemporary graphic
sculptures; Opening event on July 19, 14pm, features guest artist Ed Peekeekoot,
Cree carver and entertainer • CACVG
Gallery, Sussex Building, 1001 Douglas
Street • Daily 10am-6pm • Info: 250-2465356, www.icebearstudios.com •
IN
VICTORIA

islandtides@islandtides.com • 250-629-3660

LETTERS from previous page
As to the survey sent out by our CRD Director Susan DeGryp,
my opinion is that she is simply doing her job to the best of her
ability—by asking our opinion. And when has any other
government cared enough to do that of late? Whether or not I
like the survey or its direction/questions is another matter.
I am just reveling in the fact that a bit of democracy is at work
here, and I for one, am enjoying the breath of fresh air. Keep up
the good work! My answer will be in the mail.
Mary Cooper, Mayne Island

Government Negligent
Dear Editor:
In the news this week there is concern among experts that our
septic systems are indeed of concern, but not because of
homeowner negligence. Instead it is government incompetence
for reassigning inspection and installation process for septics in
2005. As a result, there have been reports of price gouging and
environmental and human health risks from improperly
installed systems.
Barbara Johnstone Grimmer, Pender Island

Monday, July 28 to Friday, Aug 1

Hornby Festival 2008—Tony Wilson
6tet, Bomba, Celso Machado, Adrian Dolan,
The Breakmen, Robert Silverman,
Snehasish Mozumder, and the Alcan String
Quartet; children’s workshop, author
readings, art show, film, free outdoor performances • Tickets for
Olsens Farm evening performances: Adults $20-$25, Seniors
$15-$20, Children $6-$10 (Under 5 free) • Box Office: 250-3352715, credit cards accepted • Info: www.hornbyfestival.bc.ca • ON
HORNBY ISLAND

Between Fri, Aug, 1 & Sat, Aug, 16
‘Shirley Valentine’—This solo performance is
your chance to fall in love, with England, with
Greece and, without a doubt the unstoppable
Shirley Valentine; starring Sheila (Grace) Jordan;
PENDER: Aug 1, 2 & 3, on (Saturday 2nd
Mediterranean Supper with play,$75pp inclusive) •
Morning Bay Vineyard, tickets Morning Bay
Vineyard or Talisman Books; SALT SPRING: Aug 6
& 7, 15 & 16, Artspring, Tickets 250-537-2102 • ON PENDER &
SALT SPRING ISLANDS

Saturday & Sunday, August 2 & 3
Saturna Artists’ Studio Tour—paintings, prints, photographs,
textile collage, silk painting, functional fine weaving from Nancy
Angermeyer, Jack Campbell, Donna-Fay Digance, Teresa Higgins,
Karen Muntean, Anne Popperwell, Jill Sabre and Janet Strayer;
self-guided tour maps at both stores • 11am-4pm • Free • ON
SATURNA ISLAND

Saturday, August 9
Galiano Wine Festival-wines
from up-and-coming local producers
and around the world; local cheese to
taste and purchase; music by Brad
Prevedoros; raffle, silent auction,
refreshments, souvenir crystal wine glass; fundraiser for the
Galiano Health Centre • Lions Park • 1-4pm • Tickets: $30 @ door
or Jacques Roy 1-250-539-5976 jacques_roy@shaw.ca • Info:
www.galianoisland.com • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Saturday & Sunday, August 9 & 10
Coombs Fair—4-H & open displays, animals, arts & crafts,
domestic science, horticulture & more; blacksmithing, spinning &
weaving, beekeeping & master gardening
demos; live music, games, food & fun for
whole family • Coombs Fairgrounds, Ford
Road, behind Coombs General Store •
SAT: 8am-6pm, SUN: 8am-5pm • Tickets
at gate • Info: Janet Boley 250-752-9757,
www.coombsfair.com • IN COOMBS, VANCOUVER ISLAND

Septic Solutions
Dear Editor:
I have recently received correspondence from many residents in
the Southern Gulf Islands regarding the opinion survey on a
septic system maintenance program. I would like to take the
opportunity to clarify some incorrect information that is
circulating.
There have been many recent changes in the regulation of
septic systems. In May of 2005 a new provincial regulation came
into effect. This regulation made industry, rather than the
Vancouver Island Health Authority responsible for assessments
and inspections.
The regulation also requires homeowners to do regular
maintenance on their systems, however this only applies to
systems installed since 2005 and there is no enforcement
component. The CRD program is meant to bridge this gap and
ensure all systems get their recommended maintenance
including those installed prior to 2005.
LETTERS, please turn to page 6
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A Better Mousetrap
Brian Crumblehulme
Sometimes the best ideas simply arrive, so to speak, all on their
own. Last year, we happened to be troubled by deer in the
orchard reaching up for apples, whereupon they destroyed whole
branches. I even caught one at it, standing on his hind legs like a
kangaroo.
I did not wish to buy expensive fencing, electric or otherwise,
peeing around the area did not work. I thought of a tape
recording of barking dogs but that implied a commitment to
technology.
Then I began to think about the world of a Gulf Island deer;
browsing through the bush at anything resembling a leaf, alert to
uncommon movement, sound, and smell. A percussive bird
scarer might work but one of those going off at regular intervals
is another form of torture. Some herbs work: lavender, mint,
lemon verbena, etcetera but I didn’t have enough.
What did we have around the house that smelled off-ish and
was cheap and safe? Mothballs, a $3 box of naphthalene. Ten
minutes later I had rounded up a couple of dozen 2 inch plantpots, and some string, and before too long the lower branches of
each tree were decorated with strange aromatic fruit. It worked,
no more lost apples or nibbled twigs.
Twice I witnessed a large buck approaching a juicy branch
only to turn away at the last moment. The exercise also changed
my evening walking habit because now the small orchard
possessed a characteristic bouquet all its own. The fruit did not.
Then again, a few weeks ago another forest dweller made her
appearance in the shed where I keep the chicken feed.
Rodentia verycutus invented her own trap next to the hen
scratch. We like to give our little flock a cup of scratch each
morning in addition to their regular fare of pellets and weeds,
and by happenstance I spilled a little of the seed into an empty
20 litre bucket standing close by (one of those extra tall buckets—
the sort you buy full of paint when you really believe you will
redecorate the entire house.)
Our friend was evidently investigating the closed sack one
night when she scrambled up to the rim of the bucket whereupon
she could smell the fresh grain. And there she was in the morning
peering up at me with large eyes as if to say ‘would you kindly
open the door.’ Mice, it seems can run and climb to impressive
heights but are capable of a standing high-jump of only about 12
inches, and this bucket was 18 inches to the rim.
So, while Rodentia verycutus practiced callisthenics around
the base of the bucket, I grabbed the handle and headed for the
farthest end of the property. That location is coincident with a
fence beyond which there is a large field full of grasses, brambles,
roses, and a few specimen trees. All I had to do was to incline the
bucket gently toward the fence and our friend took the hint and
advantage of the declining bucket to make a flying leap into the
neighbour’s tall grass.
Everyday thereafter I caught another whiskered relative and
encouraged him/her/it to relocate elsewhere. Once, I caught four
of them holding a convention but generally they ventured solo.
To-date I have removed 19 of the little blighters and none
recently, which suggests I am not catching the same one day after
day unless he/she/it is incomparably stupid. ✐
SALMON ESCAPE from page 1
Salmon for food, habitat and spawning opportunities,’ noted
Berry. ‘They eat wild salmon fry which are already in great danger
from the sea lice from the fish farms. Now 30,000 hungry farmed
fish have been unleashed in the pathway of the Fraser River
juvenile fish that are currently passing by on their way to the
ocean.’
‘Escapes are inevitable with open net cages,’ commented
Chief Blaney, ‘All the best intentions aren’t going to prevent
escapes. The only solution to this on-going threat is to move the
farms into closed containment facilities in which escapes are
impossible. The provincial government must act immediately to
support a Closed Containment Innovation Fund to begin the
transition of the industry from open net cage salmon farming to
closed containment.’
Georgia Strait Alliance has recently released a report on the
viability of closed containment. Details of the closed containment
report can be found on GSA’s website.
Since 1990, Georgia Strait Alliance has been a solutions-based
organization promoting the safeguarding of the environment and
the sustainability of coastal communities. ✐
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• installation
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Carpet and Upholstery cleaning
Water damage restoration
Leather cleaning
Area rug cleaning on site if possible.
Pet odor removal

1-877-744-2004 • 250-744-2004
www.sani-tech.com
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Doug Strong • 1-877-655-1141 • (652-1141)
7178 W.Saanich Rd
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Gary Law • 250-592-5544
112-2187 Oak Bay Avenue
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DAN OLIVE • 1-877-633-0877
Anchor Insurance Agencies Ltd., 2-7855 East Saanich Road

www.seafirstinsurance.com
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Two Countries, One Incredible Day ~ Pene Hollingworth
distant roaring woke me as I slept in my hotel room
beside the river banks of the Zambezi River on a perfect
Zambian morning. Looking out from the terrace of the
Royal Livingstone Hotel, situated on the border between
Zambia and Zimbabwe, the spray rising above Victoria Falls was
tinted all the colours of the spectrum. Sunlight, glistening on the
droplets of water, reflected in all directions. A rainbow appeared
to be drowning itself in the falls. Another hung free in the sky as
if it had escaped the mass of water plunging into the valleys cut
by the Zambezi River. The water of the river frothed brown and
white in the bright morning. The river was the highest it had
been since 1958 and I was about to see it from a new perspective.
This morning’s adventure was a micro-light flight over
Victoria Falls. After I put on the required dark-blue flight-suit,
my good-looking Zambian pilot Andre flashed a smile as he led
the way to the flimsy looking craft on the edge of the runway.
Following a quick safety briefing, I donned a helmet and goggles
and was strapped into the micro-light. With a roar of engine we
were off!
The orange-coloured triangle of a sail soon caught the air
currents and we flew off towards Victoria Falls. The 45hp motor

A

A Better Way to Build

propelled us towards the distant spray. The falls dominated
everything, drawing attention from the vast African bush
surrounding them.
We could clearly see that the falls drop into a large chasm in
the earth, which forms the border between Zimbabwe and
Zambia, before the huge amount of water roars towards
Botswana, Mozambique and the Indian Ocean. Below us was a
secondary split in the earth creating another waterfall behind
the first.
As we flew on, the upper reaches of the Zambezi shone below
us. We slowly circled a game park looking for animals. Below we
could see the vehicles of early morning game drives. Some of the
vehicles were parked for a break just off the road under some
trees; the tourists were unaware that just behind the same trees
grazed three rhinos. Impala were to be seen everywhere, a couple
of giraffes and an elephant were visible from above. In the waters
of the Zambezi hippos yawned in the early morning sunlight and
crocodiles swam lazily through the muddy waters. This was
game viewing with a difference!
Soon the half-hour trip was at an end, but I reflected as we
drifted towards the earth that this had to be one of the more
spectacular ways to start a day. The day’s adventures had only
just begun, as later in the day we were to cross the border into
Zimbabwe for a sunset elephant ride.

Zimbabwe

Save time, money and headaches.

Austin-Ray 2,000 sq. Ft
• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly (to lock-up stage in 3 - 4 days).
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Your Island Representative

Russ Anderson

View over 100 plans at:
www.nelson-homes.com

R. Anderson Technical Services
Duncan, BC
Phone: (250) 720-6000
Fax: (250) 748-1698
e-mail: russanderson@shaw.ca

Our driver David picked us up at the Royal Livingstone and we
drove towards the Rainbow Bridge between the two countries.
Crossing out of Zambia was an easy procedure, but the trip into
Zimbabwe was not to be uneventful.
Just before the bridge in what is known as no-man’s land,
there were smudge pots ahead in
the middle of road,
People
were
running
everywhere
carrying
large
bundles. Some of the Africans
could be observed running
frantically away from others. I
asked David to stop while we
determined if it was safe to
proceed. At the side of the road up
ahead, was a car with close to sixty
people piled high on top of each
other, all pushing and shoving.
Soon it became apparent that
we were of no interest and we
could safely continue.
The car at the side of the road carried smugglers. Word of
their crossing had drifted across the border. The smugglers were

Vancouver Island Transmission Reinforcement Project

JUNE UPDATE ON MARINE HABITAT RESTORATION
WHALER BAY, GALIANO ISLAND

Meeting the electricity
needs of growing communities on
Vancouver Island and the southern Gulf Islands
BC Transmission Corporation (BCTC) is replacing and upgrading existing 138 kV overhead
transmission lines and submarine cables connecting southern Vancouver Island to the
Lower Mainland with new 230 kV infrastructure.
Debris removal has been completed in preparation for eelgrass planting.
Eelgrass will be harvested from a nearby meadow and transplanted at the new site between
mid-June and early August 2008.
The restoration of the eelgrass meadow in Whaler Bay is being undertaken by BCTC as part
of the Fisheries Act habitat compensation agreement for the project. Eelgrass meadows are
one of the most diverse and productive underwater habitats in our coastal waters and
provide important nursery and shelter habitat for a variety of marine animals.
To ensure the safety of the public and workers, the contractors will restrict public access
around the active work sites.
Thank you for your co-operation.
FOR MORE INFORMATION www.bctc.com
Contact BCTC Community Relations:
Toll-free: 1.866.647.3334
Phone: 604.699.7456
Email:
community.relations@bctc.com

BC Transmission Corporation is the Crown corporation
that plans, operates and maintains the province’s
publicly-owned electrical transmission system.
BCTC 08-71

1-866-629-3166

Docks de Realty
Hope Bay

Ltd

Pender Island

NEW! Virtual Tours - visit
www.propertyonpender.com

VICTORIA FALLS
being looted by other desperate Africans from much stressed
Zimbabwe. The smugglers means of gaining some money for
their impoverished families was now rapidly disappearing down
the road in the hands of others.
The immigration man on the Zimbabwe side was obviously
going to make it as difficult to get into his country as possible.
The first obstacle, the pushing-and-shoving line-up to reach him,
was overcome but then a very obvious slowdown started. Was it
an attempt to make money out of us? All the hints were given,
but we acted as if we didn’t quite get it.
I had in my hand the necessary fees to purchase the visas, but
he looked disappointed that I had exact change. After much
rewriting of forms and shuffling of papers the necessary stamps
were put in the passports and we were admitted to Zimbabwe.
The line behind us closed-in on the official as we departed the
immigration room.
Outside, parked near the immigration post, was the car we
had seen on the other side of the spraycovered bridge, impounded by the
Zimbabwe government. The smugglers
had lost a lot on that trip as well as their
freedom.
Soon we were off paved roads and
driving along a narrow dirt road to the
Elephant Camp. The sunlight filtered
though the marula trees while we looked
for game along the dusty drive. Little
was to be seen, but soon we arrived to
see the elephants waiting for us.
A quick climb up a set of steps and we
were swaying our way through the bush
ELEPHANT RIDE
on the backs of the mighty beasts. In the
waning sunlight the Impala shone like copper at they stood at
attention watching us as the great beasts plodded past. The
TWO COUNTRIES, please turn to page 15

LETTERS from page 5
Several municipalities in the CRD have
already instituted this new program to help
protect public health and the environment by
requiring that septic systems are regularly
maintained.
The Southern Gulf Islands are a particularly
sensitive area since residents rely on surface
water and groundwater for their drinking
water, which unlike water catchment for the
Greater Victoria area, are not fully protected. I
therefore felt it was prudent to survey our local
residents to determine their support for such a
program. Many Islanders share my
commitment to protection of the environment.
I am committed to a democratic process and
once the survey is complete I will publish the
results.
Unfortunately septic systems are out of sight
and therefore often out of mind. A problem can
go unnoticed until the system fails and sewage
is surfacing on the ground. When tanks are not
pumped out regularly the sludge accumulates
past acceptable levels and solids escape into the
drain field, leading to an eventual failure. In the
meantime the system is not operating as
designed and could be contaminating
groundwater and local bodies of water. Simple
lack of maintenance is the number one cause of
failure.
Although many septic systems are properly
maintained, some are not. Poorly or improperly
maintained systems cause health hazards and is
a major risk to local drinking water sources.
On another matter, some residents have
made reference to the re-use of grey water from
sinks, laundry and drains. Grey water is still
considered sewage since wastewater from
kitchen sinks contains bacteria from food
preparation and wastewater from baths (and
sometimes laundry) contains fecal matter.
Testing has found that grey water contains as
many pathogens and viruses as black water
from toilets. However residents are encourage

to conserve water and re-use safe water sources,
such as water left-over from boiling vegetables.
The survey can be completed online at
www.crd.bc.ca or by returning the
questionnaire sent through the mail. If you did
not receive your copy in the mail, you may
obtain one by calling 1-800-663-4425.
Susan DeGryp, CRD SGI Director

Drinking Water Numbers
Don’t Work
The following letter was sent to George Abbott,
Minister of Health and copied to Island Tides
for publication.
Dear Minister Abbott:
The following letter addresses two areas of
major concern regarding the safe delivery of
drinking water to areas of less than 500 persons
by small water systems and the method of
counting qualifying residences.
Currently, only systems of over 500 people
(based on the maximum one-day head-count),
require a small water systems operator Level 1
or higher. All purveyors with less than that are
entitled to use someone with little or no
aptitude or qualifications for the delivery of
potable water. To mitigate this, a Water Safe
course has been developed. This course has no
prerequisites, 6 hours study, a multiple choice
exam with a 70% pass, for $90. This is also not
a necessary prerequisite for delivery of potable
water.
Our concern is that the Ministry of Health
should place so little value on the health of
communities of less than 500 people as to allow
an unqualified person to run a water system,
placing their health at risk. This relegates those
in that category to second-class water-users in
the eyes of the Ministry of Health.
In a time when Walkerton is used like a
whip, it is a strange time to permit reduced
standards and settle for less for our small
LETTERS, please turn to page 13

OPEN HOUSE!
JULY 12, 1 - 3PM

OPEN HOUSE!
JULY 12, 1 - 3PM

FEATURE
PROPERTY

1615 SCHOONER WAY
3 BR, 2 BA, 2487 sq.ft.
ocean view home.

4825 CANNON CRES
3 BR, 4 BA, 3330 sq.ft.
country estate.

Amazing Views!
3 BR, 2 BA, 1420 sq.ft.
oceanfront home.

$529,000

$675,000

$639,000
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Car Stops are coming to the Penders ~ Barry Mathias
For nearly a year, the Paths on Pender (PoP) Transportation
Committee have been discussing the merits of alternative
transportation on the Penders. We have sought input from the
community, and have had open meetings every month. It was
agreed that a community bus was unlikely in the near future, and
that Car Stops, instead of bus stops, might provide a viable
alternative. The concept is to provide a number of Car Stops
around the Islands and these would be recognized places for
people to wait if they needed a lift. It would be free, voluntary,
and simple to operate. The good news is that a pilot scheme is
going to happen, and should be in place in early August.
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways (MOTH) have
given permission for a pilot scheme of 16 Car Stops: 14 on North
Pender and two on South Pender. Each sign will be displayed on
a pole, of the type used by MOTH, and will be double-sided, in
light green with white lettering. Beneath each Car Stop sign will
be another that explains the ‘rules’.
The project will not cost the community anything. The cost of
the signs, and the publicity have been funded by the CRD, and
we are grateful to CRD Director Susan DeGryp for her support.
PoP also acknowledges the valuable assistance of Larry Griffith
of MOTH. In early August we will be seeking volunteers who will
help us erect the signs, and a 3-inch auger would be very useful!
Car Stops are for everyone, and it is voluntary on both sides.
People in cars do not have to stop, and people who are waiting
don’t have to accept the first ride they are offered. Sometimes,
there will be a number of people waiting, but a driver is free to
offer a lift to a friend, even if that person is last in line. Once
people understand these simple and fairly obvious guidelines,
the use of Car Stops should become a normal part of the
community life on the Penders.
The scheme has a number of benefits. To begin with, it will
enable those without cars, and those who are no longer able to
drive cars, to have an agreed and recognized mode of getting
about the Islands. It will eventually tempt those who drive cars,
and have never asked for a lift, to seek a free method of getting
about, especially with the rising cost of fuel. It will reduce the
number of single occupancy cars on our crowded roads, and
there will be fewer cars trying to find parking places at the

Driftwood and other commercial centres. Who knows, we might
even make new friends!
The pilot will last for approximately 6 months, after which we
will assess the success, and if MOTH agrees, then we will
introduce more Car Stops. We hope that we will soon receive
requests from Islanders as to where they would want the next
generation of stops.
For people arriving by ferry, we are suggesting the
distribution of light green cards, which drivers display in their
windows if they are prepared to give lifts. Potential passengers
would walk around the car deck, identify cars with such cards,
and wait until the driver returns.
In early August, Pender copies of Island Tides will have a card
inserted. The card has two parts. The top half will show a map of
the Islands with the 16 Car Stops on one side, and the actual
address of each stop and a few thoughts about the pilot on the
other side. The lower part will be a light green ‘tear-off’ which will
simply say ‘I give lifts,’ and will be used on ferries approaching
Pender. Make sure you get your card, and display it on your
fridge, and perhaps in your car. In the next few months there will
be a lot of publicity on this pilot. We hope you will take part,
either giving lifts or accepting them.

T

Lower than posted bank rates
Gulf Island Financing
Self-employed
(may not have to prove income to qualify)

Sandy Noble

First-time buyers
Debt consolidation
No fee for consultant services

Mortgage Consultant

Thinking about buying… Find out what you can qualify for!

Phone: 604.825.0081 • Email: noble.s@shaw.ca
www.migroup.ca/sandynoble
www.sandynoble.com

Victoria Wood Studio
FINE GATES & PASSAGEWAYS

Dieuwertje (Dita) von Aesch

History of Car Stops
In San Francisco there is a toll bridge, which only charges single
occupancy cars. Drivers quickly realized that by giving lifts they
crossed free of charge, and riders quickly discovered safe places
to line up. It happened without any bureaucratic intervention.
Motorist and riders even worked out their own protocol. In
other cities, drivers realized that by giving lifts they could travel
much faster in HOV lanes, and again potential passengers
discovered the best places to seek lifts.
In other places, local councils have created a ‘ridership’
scheme where drivers and potential passengers pay a one-time
fee to enable them to have identity cards to show they have
registered, and are therefore ‘vetted’. This needs a civil service to
administer it. The beauty of the Car Stops project is that it relies
only on community spirit, with no fees and no tiers of
organization, and is probably only suitable for small islands. ✐

Pages From a Kazakh Journal: II ~ Brian Crumblehulme
o carve a boiled sheep’s head you must first cut off the
ears. We were guests of honour in a Kazakh family house
in the village of Taranovskoe. Speaking alternately in
Kazakh and Russian our hosts ushered us into their cosy three
bedroom home. It was eight o’clock and dinner was ready. A
long, low table was loaded with vodka, champagne, kumis
(fermented and very sour horse milk), salads, bowls of dried
fruit, and the floor was covered with thick felt rugs decorated in
brilliant colours.
This was to be a formal occasion so a master of ceremonies

An intelligent way to get a mortgage.

presided. Marat is the son-in-law of our host, the local doctor,
and he works at the customs office; the village is thirty-five
kilometres from Russia. He also proved to be a talented musician
so the evening’s festivities were punctuated by haunting Kazakh
melodies and traditional songs. According to protocol, Marat
insisted that I give the first toast, then we would eat and drink
alternately with everyone at the table giving one toast; I counted
heads, there were thirteen of us. Ruslan was there too, an
interpreter and fluent in three languages, this night he worked

DESIGNER / BUILDER

250-889-2308
dieufran@telus.net
www.VictoriaWoodStudio.com

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

250-656-1334

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1
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Ideal Southern Ocean Front

This Cape Cod Style home is perched on the
tip of a low bank rocky bluﬀ with a stunning,
panoramic and southerly ocean orientation.
It radiates a summery light ﬁlled atmosphere
that inspires creativity and renewal and would
make a spacious family home or retreat. 5
bedrooms and den, huge master, splendid
sun decks, stunning views & 0.85ac to
roam. Wildlife abounds; Orca are often seen
feeding just oﬀ the beach! Easy maintenance
leaves plenty of time to relax MLS 242264
$799,000

Surround Yourself with Peace

This supreme ocean front home is a spectacular
oﬀering. It has 4 bedrooms, 5 baths, and is a
rustic yet modern home spacious enough for
large family gatherings while maintaining
the warmth of a weekend hideaway. The
interior with soaring windows and transoms,
hardwood ﬂoors, skylights, ﬁreplaces and
25’ vaulted ceilings exudes a welcoming and
sophisticated atmosphere. In addition to
breathtaking views, this home has a share in
268 acres and a shared 300ft deep water dock.
MLS 238660 $1,349,000

Sanctuary

An intimate ocean front residence perfect
for either year-round living or as a tranquil
retreat for seasonal use. Over 650 sqft of decks
provide stunning panoramic ocean and island
views. This West Coast styled home features
3 bedrooms, 1 European style (two rooms)
bathroom, soaring windows, vaulted ceilings,
tasteful use of cedar and plenty of living space.
The house faces southwest, is sundrenched,
has a share in 268 acres and a shared 300ft
deep water dock. MLS 238626 $790,000

D!

L
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Marilyn Ball
Diane Stewart
Gulf Island Properties
Visit www.ianheath.net
for more information
on these and other
stunning properties

477-1100

Ocean Front Masterpiece

Breathtaking architectural masterpiece by
internationally acclaimed Ladi Holovsky.
Enchanting 2.13 acre, 920’ oceanfront setting
with two beaches and deep water dock. An
idyllic contemporary residence presenting
2,605 sq ft. 4 bedrms, 3 bathrms in open ﬂoor
plan. Floor to ceiling glass captures natural
light & panoramic vistas to south-west. Wood
is used in a superb display of craftsmanship
throughout. Spectacular decks & patios.
Spacious inner garden courtyard. Luxury
appointments. MLS 247246 $2,199,000

Serene

A serene property ideal for either year-round
living or a tranquil retreat on unspoiled
Saturna Island. Absolutely private, timber
frame, 3 bedroom and den, 1600sqft+ home
on 5.34 acres in the middle of the Gulf
Islands National Park. Fir ﬂoors, french
doors, cathedral ceilings, exposed beams,
skylights, metal roof, enamel wood stove.
Dream of a cottage escape and this is what
comes to mind. Zoning allows for a second
cottage. MLS 240173 $449,000

The Perfect Escape

Interior pictures on website. This is a
superlative property. Luxury ocean front
home, 22ac, stunning architecture, 1800ft
of oceanfrnt, pano.views, adt’l cottage,
subdivision possibilities, private beaches-the
list is endless. The 3,880sqft home was arch.
designed and built using the best of the best
- a showcase of west coast style & relaxed
gulf island living. The 22 acres are diverse
with deer proof gardens, beaches, tide pools,
ponds, meadows, cedar forests, outbuildings
and hiking trails. It doesn’t get better than
this. MLS 244878 $3,950,000
©
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BC is taking action against global warming.
Many parts of BC have been warming at

How you can beneﬁt from BC’s carbon tax shift.

a rate that is twice the global average. It

On July 1, 2008 we’re introducing a carbon tax on fossil fuel emissions. What this means

isn’t hard to see the impact that climate

to you is 2.34 cents per litre added to your cost of gas. In BC, 36% of all greenhouse gas

change has already had on our province: the

emissions come from transportation. It’s estimated that BC’s carbon tax will save up to 3

mountain pine beetle epidemic, the storms

million tonnes of CO2 emissions annually, this is equal to taking nearly 790,000 cars off the

that devastated Stanley Park, the floods of

road each year.

2007, the loss of water supply to over 900,000
people in 2006, the wildfires of 2003 and the
depletion of our glaciers.

With even small adjustments you can reduce your fuel usage. In fact, most drivers can offset
their carbon tax with one less fill-up per year.

These ef fects of global warming have

By law, every penny of the carbon tax must be used to cut other taxes.

already taken a heavy toll on our economy,

In fact, over the next 3 years, over $1.8 billion will be returned to individuals and

our natural resources and people’s homes

businesses in reduced taxes.

and livelihoods. It’s clear that it’s hurting our

You choose, you save.

province. It’s time for all of us to take action.
• 11 of the last 12 years were among the
warmest ever since 1850.
• Over the last century, BC has lost up to 50
per cent of its snow packs, and glaciers
have melted away.
• Warm winters have created the mountain
pine beetle epidemic.
• 80 per cent of our pine forests will be “red
and dead” by 2013.

• If you drive only 5% less a year, you can typically save twice what you will pay in carbon
tax over the next two years.
• If you drive a Ford Ranger 30,000 Km per year, you can save $535 on fuel by driving
10% less. That’s over five times more in savings than the $84 you would otherwise pay
this year in carbon tax.
• If you are buying a new car or truck, you can save up to $4,000 this year in sales tax by
choosing a fuel-efficient vehicle.
• Trade-in your old vehicle for a cleaner one and you can save up to $2,000 or more
under the expanded province-wide “Scrap-it” program.
• Keeping your car or truck tuned up and your tires properly inflated can save you
$200 a year in fuel costs.
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Income taxes go down on July 1st.

It’s time to lead on climate change.

New tax relief is a key part of the carbon tax shift. On July 1st, 2008

Together, we can meet BC’s new legal target to reduce our provincial

we are reducing income taxes. On July 1st, 2009 they will be reduced

greenhouse gas emissions by 33% over the next 12 years. It won’t

again. While pollution will cost more, income will be taxed less and

be easy and it will oblige us all to change. But, we can achieve

take-home pay will grow. Lower income earners will be eligible for an

that target in ways that will save us energy, time and money, while

additional tax credit and every woman, man and child in BC will receive

also improving our air, water quality, and stimulating innovation,

a $100 cheque from the Climate Action Dividend.

investment and job creation.

Businesses will also see their income taxes cut over the next few years to

We can’t wait for others to tackle

become the lowest in Canada. As well, other new measures will provide new

global warming. Waiting for

sales tax exemptions, financial incentives and cash rebates to reward “carbon

others to act is not a solution;

smart” choices. These are all in an effort to conserve energy, reduce waste,

it’s just an avoidance of our

increase fuel efficiency and promote cleaner transportation.

responsibility. Unless we act
today, it will be our children and

• British Columbia has the lowest personal income taxes in
Canada at every level up to $111,000.

their families who will pay the

• New tax cuts will save most families between $100 and $400
this year, net of the carbon tax, even if they do nothing to
reduce their emissions.

The time has come to act – to

• A single parent earning $30,000 per year, with one child, will
typically save $285 net of their carbon tax this year and will
save $196 net next year.

That is what BC’s new carbon

• Since 2001, over 100 tax cuts have been introduced in
British Columbia.
• All taxpayers earning over $30,000 a year have had their
provincial income taxes reduced by at least 30-37%.
• Low income taxpayers earning under $20,000 a year have had
a 75% tax cut since 2001.
• Provincial income taxes were eliminated completely for
everyone earning under $15,500 a year; 250,000 more citizens
now pay no provincial income taxes at all.

biggest price.
reduce our own emissions and
lighten our carbon footprint.
tax shift is all about.

It’s our choice, It’s their future

To learn more about how you can benefit from BC’s
climate action plan, check out LiveSmartBC.ca
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Another new ferry
‘experience’

Privatizing Canada’s mail?

As you walk through the passenger areas of the
Queen of Tsawwassen you get will have a new BC
Ferries’ experience. Sometimes we are warned
that the ‘ship’s motion may cause you to lose
balance’ but this time it’s not the motion that may
make you feel queasy—it’s the view out the
windows.
The former plate glass windows have gone; the
new ones (made of what?) present ferry
passengers with a novel version of British
Columbia’s coast.
The awesome scenery outside alters in the
most unexpected ways, it sways, squirms,
squiggles, slips and slides by. Big swells roll by
outside, apparently without disturbing the ship.
Islands are stretched, compressed, and distorted,
looming momentarily over the ship, and then
sliding away into the corners. Waterfront cottages
become impressive mansions. Passing ferries
lengthen, shorten, and concertina their way by.
Unfortunate is the passenger with a sensitive
stomach, or, worse, a vivid imagination.
The new windows are part of a project to
reduce the hazard from fire—and particularly
glass exploding in the heat. On some ships, covers
have been installed. On others, portholes have
been welded over.
What, you may wonder, do they see on the
bridge? Does the skipper get used to all this? Not to
worry. The ship is completely under control,
skimming through the Islands with its usual
aplomb. The washrooms have not moved, and have
no windows; maybe the only perfectly safe place on
the ship. And in case of fire, the distortion in the
windows won’t matter. It’ll all clear up as soon as
you fall out the bottom of the escape slide. ✐

The federal government is reviewing the Canadian postal system for the
first time in 12 years. It has asked an advisory panel to conduct this
inquiry, which it is calling the Canada Post Corporation Strategic
Review (CPCSR). The review will look at a basic issue: Should Canada
Post continue to have an exclusive privilege to handle addressed letters
or should the letter market be open to competition?
Canada Post has an exclusive privilege to handle letters so that it is
able to generate enough money to provide affordable postal service to
everyone, no matter where they live in our huge country, be it a large
urban centre or a rural or isolated community. It will become
increasingly difficult for our public post office to provide universal postal
service if the government erodes or eliminates the very mechanism that
funds universal postal service.
Providing Canada Post with an exclusive privilege to handle
addressed letters is a form of regulation. Reducing or eliminating this
privilege is deregulation. Deregulation would also lead to privacy issues,
including the fact that many competitors would be American-based
companies that are subject to the terms of the USA’s Patriot Act. Under
the terms of this Act, American subsidiaries delivering mail in Canada
can be required to provide the American government with any records

they have concerning the sending or receipt of mail.
Canada currently has one of the lowest postage rates in the industrial
world. Our postal services are universal and affordable, no small feat in
the second largest country in the world.
The government has appointed a three-person advisory panel to
conduct its review: Robert Campbell, Nicole Beaudoin, and Daniel H.
Bader. One member, Robert Campbell has published two books on
postal services in which he has advocated for the end of postal
monopolies. In 2002 he published a paper entitled ‘It’s time for Serious
Postal Reform’ in which he stated ‘Canada’s postal system should
pursue both liberalization and regulation. Liberalization should
gradually remove the exclusive privilege.’
The federal government has decided not to hold public hearings in
connection with its review. It has asked the review’s advisory panel to
accept submissions from the public and groups over a four-month
period which includes the summer. Submissions are due by September
2, 2008.
The Canadian Union of Postal Workers is asking the public,
community groups, small businesses and others to consider making
submissions to the CPCSR in support of universal public postal service. ✐

KAZAHK JOURNAL from page 7
hard. They were all Kazakh and Muslim, but Ruslan was one of a
minority of practicing Kazakh Muslims who do not touch alcohol. There
are times such as this night when I wished I could claim that faith.
The conclusion of the first toast was the signal to bring on the
Besbarmak. Besbarmak is the national dish of Kazakhstan and this was
not the first time I had met with it. Kazakh people are very friendly and
they are proud of their heritage. Two heaping platters were placed on
the groaning board consisting of lasagne like noodles and great
quantities of mutton and horsemeat piled on top; all of which you eat
with your fingers. That is when the boiled and grinning sheep head was
presented to me along with a small sharp knife.
Well-cooked mutton is good tasty food and goes very well with
tumblers of vodka and kumis; horse is rather leaner and more of an
acquired taste; cubes of boiled mutton fat I am convinced is an inherited
delectation. Sometime around the third or forth toast the brains of said
sheep were also returned to me in a small bowl. For the record, I wish it

BRIDGE from page 1
water taxi available but many travelers faced the inconvenience
of leaving their vehicles on the wrong side of the water.
Of all the Gulf Islands, Gabriola is the closest to a major
centre and the return car and driver ferry fare, for a twentyminute crossing, is $28.80, including all previous fuel
surcharges. (Commuters, using the BCFS Experience card, pay
$16.80). With the new fuel surcharge added, the full return fare
could reach nearly $35.

Where Would The Bridge Be?
So it’s not surprising the bridge idea has surfaced again. Gabriola
Islanders have always opposed a bridge; whether suggested as a
substitute for the present ferry or as a route to a new Nanaimo
ferry terminal (replacing Departure Bay and Duke Point) at the
east end of Gabriola.

to be known; that sheep brains taste like one would imagine they should.
For the life of me, I cannot recall any more of that evening except that it
was long, bountiful, and endearingly close; sometime after midnight, I
was obliged to sing and recite poetry in the Canadian tradition.
❈
I needed to get some documents delivered to Almaty, 2,000 kilometres
distant. The time was not too critical, but these were important papers
and I wanted to be sure they would arrive. Kaz-Post has a regular mail
service that takes 3–4 days; then there is the parcel post, another 3–4
days, after all it does take two days by train. Any guarantee?—No! DHL
(Loomis), however, does operate a courier service; same post office—
same wicket—same server.
‘I would like to send a letter to Almaty.’ ‘Oh.’
‘I want to send this to Nailya Okda at the Canadian Embassy.’ ‘We
don’t send letters to people or personal addresses.’ (I was not aware that
any other creatures could read—I bit my tongue.)
‘Oh, why?’ ‘People are mutable.’ (I thought that was one of their more
endearing qualities)
‘Mutable?’ ‘Yes, they can move or sometimes die. Then what
would
we do with the letter?’
The proposed bridge route would cross Mudge Island
‘That
is indeed quite a conundrum. If you will not deliver a
(between Gabriola and Vancouver Island) and would likely
letter
to
a person, what will you deliver it to?’ ‘A registered
connect with the highway that presently leads to the Duke Point
business.’ (So, in the post-industrial, post-Soviet world, an
ferry terminal.
Instead of a 7km ferry crossing, the road distance between enterprise registered on paper is more real than a person.)
‘Will you deliver this letter to the Canadian Embassy then?’ ‘Is
Gabriola’s terminal and downtown Nanaimo would probably be
about 21km. About ten years ago, the cost of such a bridge was that a business?’
‘No. But it is real and they have a policeman standing outside
estimated at about $50 million; it would probably be much more
to
make
sure it isn’t stolen.’ ‘All right, if you say so. But it isn’t part
now. There is a high probability that, if it were built, it would be
of our normal procedure.’
a toll bridge.
‘Wonderful! So here is the letter and that is the address on the
Currently, the MV Quinsam runs about once an hour,
front.’ ‘I can’t take that letter today.’
eighteen hours a day. The crossing takes about 20 minutes. ✐
‘Why not?’ ‘It’s Friday.’
‘I know it’s Friday.’ ‘The plane doesn’t leave until Monday,
KAZAHK JOURNAL, please turn to page 12

Celebrating 150 Years

First Men
The Raven and the
Haida Sculptor
Bill Reid: Renowned

Th
The
he Honourable Steven L. Point, OBC
Xwĕ
Xw lī qwĕl tĕl. Lieutenant Governor of

B.C.

From honoured to Honourable.
In 2008, join us in celebrating the culture and contributions of B.C.’s Aboriginal people.
From the fascinating stories we cherish to all the individuals that make our province so inspiring.
Learn more about exciting events and festivities all across the province, all year long.

www.BC150.ca

Photos courtesy of Government House and Collection
of the UBC Museum of Anthropology, Vancouver, Canada. Photo: Bill McLennan.
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For Sale By Owner
Old Rose Nursery, Hornby Island BC
• Five acres, home, and nursery business
• Lovingly operated by Tony and Carol
Quin for more than 20 years
• One of the few mail-order and retail
‘own-root’ rose business in Canada
• Three greenhouses, excellent well, rose
garden with more than 1,000 roses
• Approved septic • Low property taxes

Established 30-year garden with ponds
Work at home with your own
home-business in a quiet, friendly
community near beaches and
mountain trails — $775,000
For more photos and

information:

www.oldrosenursery.com
Phone: 250-335-2603
Email: oldrose@telus.net

Photo: Susan Banjavich

Summer lowtide beachcombing yields many curious creatures.

THE GOOD LIFE, from page 4
Right now, plug-in electric cars are the focus of more research
and development than any other type of alternatively-fuelled
vehicle, and we can expect rapid improvement in vehicle and
battery technology.

Trucks
Much of the employment on the Islands takes the form of
individual tradesmen working in construction, each with his or
her own truck. The truck is used to get to and from the worksite,
to carry tools, and to transport materials. And trucks use a lot of
fuel.
This is an area where co-operative planning might save
gasoline, both in transporting fellow workers, and arranging for
materials to be delivered in batches. This may not lead to less
trucks—time, scheduling and convenience are very important to
builders—but it could well lead to less fuel consumption.

Taxis
Most Islands now have one or two taxis. They will continue to fill
the bill for the traveller who requires certainty of travel from door
to door, at a price. In fact, there may be an increased demand, as
Islanders choose to get along with less cars.

Local Businesses, Deliveries &
Telecommuting
On Islands with regular ferry service, the ability to travel on
schedule to off-Island destinations is a major part of the lifestyle.
But taking a vehicle on the ferry and driving to town is rapidly
becoming very expensive. To save ferry trips, Islanders may
decide to make use of enhanced freight and parcel delivery
services. Most Islands already have delivery services, and trucks
that service the stores.
We need to increase use of our local business, to save driving
both on the Islands and on Vancouver Island. More commerce
on-Island may create viable businesses providing products and
services that you would nowadays only find off-Island.
People who have to commuter to off-Island jobs may try to
create telecommuting days, or at least arrange their travel so that
taking a vehicle on the ferry is not necessary.

Passenger Ferries
Vehicle ferries are large, expensive to build and use a great deal
of fuel. Passenger ferries, on the other hand, are much cheaper to
build, and will use much less fuel if they are not designed to go
too fast. In the In most cases, it is not far to travel between the
Islands or to Vancouver Island, and the extra time it would take
to go more slowly (in, say, an efficient displacement hull vessel
rather than a planing hull) would not be too great.
On Pender Island, for example, if you compare the time it

would take to travel in a passenger ferry at 10 knots from Otter Bay
to Sidney (Government Dock) with how long it takes to travel by
car ferry to Swartz Bay and then to drive to Sidney, there would not
be much difference. So given a rudimentary van system on the
Island, you would not need a vehicle to go to Sidney.

Boats
Many Islanders have their own boats. In some cases, services
Islanders need may be accessible by boat, in towns like Sidney,
Chemainus, Naniamo, Campbell River and West Vancouver. Or
services may be available on other Islands, like Ganges. There
may for a need for more docking space at the Islands’ public
wharf systems.

Agriculture and Horticulture
There’s a clear and growing role for local produce, eggs, and
meat. Given Islands’ hilly
topography, we probably
LAND ACT:
cannot be self-sufficient in
NOTICE OF INTENTION
food, but we can make greater
TO APPLY FOR A
use of local producers, making
DISPOSITION
OF
food
production
viable.
CROWN
LAND
Islanders can play a role in
guaranteeing the quality and
Take notice that Michael
safety of locally-produced food,
John Thompson & Jill
Alexandra
Roberts
of
and provincial legislation
Saltspring Island, BC intend to
should facilitate this.

Energy-Efficient
Homes
Electricity will probably
continue to be the cheapest
form of energy, and can
increasingly come from
renewable sources.
Siting of new homes can
also make a difference;
studying the micro-climates of
proposed sites, and designing
exposure, buildings, and
landscaping to optimize energy
efficiency and conservation.
The effect of trees and other
natural shelters becomes
important; energy strategy
should be planned before any
modifications are made to the
natural environment. In
existing home renos, energyGOOD LIFE, page 12

FUEL-EFFICIENT, COST-EFFECTIVE WOOD HEATING

Serving the Gulf Islands & Greater Victoria
For over 25 Years

make application to Integrated
Land Management Bureau
(ILMB), Ministry of Agriculture
and Lands, Coast Region office
for a 10 year license for
Residential-Private Moorage
situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of
Booth Bay, Saltspring Island,
BC.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is # 1413149.
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Integrated Land Management
Bureau at # 142-2080 Labieux
Road, Nanaimo, B.C V9T 6J9.
Comments will be received by
ILMB until July 31, 2008. ILMB
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://www.al.gov.bc.ca/clad
/land_prog_services/program
s.html under Tenure Overview
and Program Information for
more information.
Be advised that any
response to this advertisement
will be considered part of the
public record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information
Advisor
at
Integrated Land Management
Bureau’s regional office.

Sales / Installations

Ark Solar Products Ltd.
#6 – 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Phone:

(250) 386-7643

Application Area

BOOTH BAY

FULFILL YOUR ISLAND DREAMS

670 Cates Lane, Bowen Island–$1,375,000
Tranquil, private 2.41 acres above Snug Cove. This
executive home is perfect for a B&B, a large family,
or even 2 families. North wing has 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, living, dining room, and 23’x39’ room which
could be finished as a recreation room, studio or
additional bedrooms. South wing has an additional
kitchen, living, and dining room, 2 bedrooms and a
large 3rd bedroom (20’X30’). Lake and Mountain
views. Come find out why people are choosing to
call Bowen Island home.

Gail Anderson-Dargatz
Dave Bidini
David Chariandy
William Deverell
Will Ferguson
Don Genova
Lorna Goodison
hn MacLachlan Gray
Elizabeth Hay
Chantal Hébert
Kenji Hodgson
Shane Koyczan
Mike McCardell
2 0 0 8
Bernice Morgan
Rockwood Centre • Sechelt
Claire Mulligan
James Nevison
Mary Novik
Michael Ondaatje
Indicates event
Tom Phillips
Paul Quarrington
SOLD OUT
John Schreiner
Drew Hayden Taylor
tel: 604.885.9631
Hal Wake
toll free: 1.800.565.9631
Rex Weyler
Zoe Whittall
Chris Wood

The

26 Annual
th

*

Tickets August 14-17
now
on sale

*

www.writersfestival.ca

*

*
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Gabriola bus could use Island biodiesel ~ Patrick Brown
Restaurants on Gabriola generate over 400 gallons of used
cooking oil each month, and that might be enough to fuel a
'community bus', says Judith Roux of the Gabriola
Transportation Association. The Association, formed under the
umbrella of the Ratepayers' Association, is asking Islanders to
contribute their $100 Climate Action cheques from the
provincial government to a bus feasibility study fund set up at
the local Coastal Community Credit Union.
Gabriola has a permanent population of around 4,500
people, and sends three full ferry loads (80 cars) of commuters
to Nanaimo every day. In addition, shopping on the Island is
becoming concentrated near the ferry terminal, although
numerous businesses are scattered around the Island.
All of this may make it practical to serve the Island with one
or two small buses as part of an overall transportation strategy

which would also include taxis, courier and freight services,
bicycles, ridesharing, and private vehicles. The proposed study
would survey residents and determine routes, scheduling,
operational economics, and fares.
If Island-generated biodiesel could be used, significant
savings in fuel costs could result, and emissions are said to be
95% less than from a conventional diesel engine. Research on
biodiesel is presently carried out at Malaspina University in
Nanaimo, and results indicate that fuel yield could be as much as
85% of the used cooking oil available. Restaurant owners
presently have to pay to have the oil taken off the Island. A small
on-Island plant to remove the free fatty acids from the oil (a
process known as transesterification) to convert it to biofuel may
be feasible. ✐

KAZAHK JOURNAL from page 10
you must come back then.’
‘Can you not take it now so it will be ready by Monday?’ ‘No.’
‘When does the plane leave?’ ‘Monday morning. You must
bring the letter in to this office before 9:30am.’
‘When does the office open?’ ‘9am.’ We did; they did; and the
letter did.

shimmering silver, a dress not particularly suited to this type of
activity. Nothing daunted, she hoisted up the dress and wrapped
it around her lovely waist thereby revealing her thighs which,
unencumbered, were better able to receive the banana. She was
in this position when the music stopped for the last time. My
prize was a bottle of beer.

Staff Party

According to local lore, today, the 1st of March heralds the
beginning of spring. Spring, Ha! It is still twenty below (Celsius)
out there and the ground is covered with hard-packed snow.
There is not so much as a snowdrop in sight but faith reigns
supreme. If the calendar says it is spring, it must be spring. And
spring implies a spring clean beginning with one’s own body.
Sunday, March 1st we walked down to the river; less a river
than an expanse of snow-covered ice with a few reeds poking up
near the shore like bristles on a hoary chin. We followed the trail,
past the old settlement and down to the beach. We couldn’t
actually see the beach of course but we did see people. A few
enterprising souls had chipped away at the ice (about a metre
thick) until they discovered water, into which they placed a ladder.
Thus there is a two meter square hole in the ice half-full of water
which is teeming with tiny fish. The tiddlers must have seen the
light and were also deluded into thinking spring had arrived, so
there they were hundreds of silver flashes leaping at the sun. Then
one by one these intrepid souls (I can think of other adjectives)
undressed out on the snow, ran naked into an improvised sauna
where they stayed until they resembled boiled lobsters, tiptoed
across the ice, climbed down the ladder to join the fish as they
immersed themselves in the Tobol River—for about five seconds.
Emerging in a mild state of shock they were each given a certificate
of participation, smiled at the TV camera, and ran back to their
friends to dry off and hustle on some clothes. ✐

Most of the staff are single women and the event had been
planned weeks before. Tables had been booked at a night club on
the edge of town and most of them were already seated and into
their second bottle when we arrived at about nine. Essentially,
the night club (Neca pronounced Noika) was like a night club
anywhere in the world, jazzily decorated, lots of lights, loud
music, a floor show and bad food. The liquor was included in the
price so we drank ‘champanskoi’ (Russian Champagne), the
‘girls’ drank cognac. The show started about the time we arrived
and continued until sometime after four in the morning, in other
words it lasted seven hours. Three MC’s took it in turn to lead
contests, singing or introduce a group of four dancing girls and
the one strip tease performer.
For the first and probably the last time in my life I won a
prize. Several of us had been dancing in a crowd when the MC
escorted four of us onto the little stage, I happened to be with
Svetlana from the office. The game was a variant on musical
chairs; the MC hands one person a banana who places the fruit
between their thighs and proceeds to ‘pass’ it to the next person,
without the benefit of hands. Whoever has the banana when the
music stops is eliminated. Sveta and I decimated the
competition. At this junction I should explain, Sveta, who is a
gorgeous young lady, was wearing a long evening dress in

You Have To Be Mad To Live Here

GOOD LIFE from page 11
efficiency can be given high priority.

Small Villages
Although it is anathema in most official
community plans, the more we are able to
concentrate development, the better
community transportation will work.
Clustering development, and providing for
stores and workplaces nearby, reduces the
number of potential destinations to be served
and makes walking more practical. It can also
provide opportunities for co-operative energy
strategies, in both generation and conservation.

Back To Island Time
Over the past few years, the Island way-of-life
has sped-up as we seem to need to get more
accomplished each day. This uses more resources
and results in a greater carbon footprint.

Maybe by expecting a little less and allowing
a little more time to intensify the experiences
we do have, we could reduce our environmental
impact, and live more economically and
enjoyably.
Over the past hundred years, Island
communities have invented a way-of-life based
on topography and the challenges of living a
separated life. Nowadays, permanent residents,
part-timers, and visitors could continue to
identify, and apply, all those fundamentals
precious in that way-of-life to this new era; the
solutions will be different but the quality of life
would remain the same. We may well find that
reducing our footprint, may, in fact, be the
same as increasing our enjoyment of the very
things for which we came here. ✐

Super Gulf Island Choices
Galiano Island: Phillimore Point
oceanfront custom log home, 2-3 beds,
2.5 baths, soaring great room, feature
stone fireplace, superb master, sunny
one plus acres, access to shared dock.
LiRead.com/1526.htm $1,290,000
Gossip Island: Oceanfront home, sunny
0.92 acre, wonderful ocean vistas, arrive
by your own boat, close to all Galiano
Island‘s amenities.
LiRead.com/1588.htm $989,000

Li Read
RE/MAX Salt Spring
Each office independently
owned and operated.

Salt Spring Island: Oceanfront,
super beach, totally renovated cedar
cottage, wood floors, sunny deck,
panoramic oceanviews (see Mt
Baker!), close to town, private one
plus acres. Enjoy!
LiRead.com/1479.htm $1,119,000

Call Li Read today at 1-800-731-7131
or visit www.LiRead.com for the
widest selection of properties!

“Ask for Li Read at RE/MAX Salt Spring!”
MINLC_4825_MINLC003.indd 1

6/18/08 10:34:58 AM

Found Island Tides while riding the ferries? Want to keep reading?
It’s easy—just ‘click’. Read a newspaper that looks like a newspaper
on your desktop and visit our advertisers’ websites.

www.islandtides.com
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LETTERS from page 6
communities water systems. Safe drinking water is something all
BC residents have a right to expect and it should not matter
where they live or the size of their water system.
Solution: Any person who chooses to supply water to a
second home is a water purveyor, and in accepting this liability
must accept that qualifications come with the job of purveying.
Therefore, they should hold a Small Water Systems Operators
Certification. If this two households is felt to be too stringent, the
number of connections should not exceed five in recognition of
the huge responsibility and liability accepted by a well owner
when providing potable water to the public. The small system
should then be noted within the Health Authority system and
require regular inspection and reporting, as required of larger
systems. The health of water users is at stake.
A second problem is the method used for the head-count for
operator requirement. The current method is unverifiable. If a
water system is anywhere near the 500 head-count but does not
wish to employ qualified personnel, numbers may simply be
fudged—there is no way an Environmental Health Officer can
verify.
The correct and simplest method is to use the number of
connections to any system, and have it stated on the annual
operating permit for purveyors. This is fully verifiable with
permit applications and current bookkeeping methods.
Since the MoH currently rates two or more connections as a
water system requiring compliance with the regulations, the
same count should be used for the required qualified operators.
Currently, there is confusion over the many numbers to meet
requirements: two connections for systems, 500 people for no
operators, 501 for operators and assorted operator levels. Add to
this the Environmental Operators Certification Program
numbers. There needs to be more co-ordination and blending.
While MoH also shows no concerns with water quantity, it is
beyond the time that quantity and quality became closely linked
in the eyes of our monitoring and legislating bodies.
Mayne Island Integrated Water Systems Society (MIIWSS)
will continue to press for beneficial regulation of the most vital
resource in our province.
Mary E Cooper, Chair, MIIWSS

Lady Minto Alive and Well
The following is an Open Letter to residents of Saltspring Island
sent to Island Tides for publication.
Dear Editor:
The Vancouver Island Health Authority (VIHA) is aware that in
recent weeks there have been questions from residents of
Saltspring Island around the future provision of surgical services
on the Island.
I am pleased to confirm that the operating rooms at Lady
Minto Hospital are not closing. VIHA recognizes Saltspring
Island’s strong connection to Lady Minto Hospital and we are
committed to maintaining a surgical program on the Island.
Saltspring Island residents, the Lady Minto Hospital
Auxiliary and Lady Minto Hospital Foundation have been
instrumental in supporting this community hospital—including
$3 million in upgrades and renovations to the hospital in 2005.
This is a community spirit and partnership VIHA is committed
to maintaining.
As many residents know, the current surgeon is retiring on
June 30. VIHA is actively working with Lady Minto Hospital
physicians and staff and the local community to recruit a
replacement physician. We are working with the local medical
staff towards recruiting a surgical practitioner to Saltspring
Island as early as September.
VIHA is committed to ensuring that the residents of

Saltspring Island have access to the quality health care services
they need, including surgeries that can be appropriately and
safely provided in the community hospital setting.
Dr Owen Heisler, Executive V-P and
Chief Medical Officer, VIHA

Trust Executive Decision
The following letter was sent by the Islands Trust to the Galiano
Local Trust Committee, it is printed for the record.
Dear Galiano Island Local Trust CommitÏtee:
Re: Decision of Executive Committee RE Galiano Bylaws 199
and 200 Pursuant to section 22 (1) (c) and (d) of the Islands
Trust Act, this letter is to notify you in writing you that the
Executive Committee considered the following bylaws at their
meeting of June 24, 2008: Bylaw 199 cited as ‘Galiano Island
Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 108, 1995, Amendment No.
1, 2008’: Bylaw 200 cited as ‘Galiano Island Land Use Bylaw
No.127, 1999, Amendment No. 1, 2008.’
The Executive Committee decided the following:
1. That the Executive Committee refuses Galiano Island Local
Trust Committee Bylaw No. 199.
2. That the Executive Committee’s reason for refusal of
Galiano Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw No. 199, a bylaw to
amend Bylaw 108, is based upon: i. a comparison of the existing
Galiano Island OCP bylaw and the proposed bylaw in relation to
the Trust Policy Statement; ii. a conclusion that the proposed
bylaw is inconsistent with the Trust Policy Statement,
particularly in regard to Trust policies 3.2.2, 4.2.6, 4.2.7, 4.4.2,
5.3.4, 5.3.5; and iii. uncertainties about the effect of the proposed
bylaw given the uncertainties between the object of the Islands
Trust Act and the provisions of the Private Managed Forest Land
Act, and that the Executive Committee requests the Secretary to
notify the Galiano Island Local Trust Committee of its decision
before June 30, 2008.
3. That the Executive Committee refuses Galiano Island Local
Trust Committee Bylaw No. 200 on the grounds that it is
inconsistent with Galiano Island Local Trust Committee Bylaw
No. 108. Section 27(3) of the Islands Trust Act provides that if
the executive committee refuses to approve a bylaw, the local
trust committee may, by request delivered to the secretary, refer
the bylaw to the trust council for approval. You may also wish to
consider other options as well and should discuss these various
options with your regional planning manager.
Linda Adams CAO, Islands Trust

Re: June 26, ‘Hanging By A Thread’
Dear Editor:
Ah, Galiano! Again, the Islands Trust’s canary, the litmus paper
in the never-ending struggle between ‘green’ and ‘greenback’.
In 1995, the Supreme Court declared that the core value of the
Islands Trust, to preserve and protect, was not just the right, but
also the irrevocable duty of Island Trustees in the crafting of
official community plans. Nothing has changed, except that
Galiano’s present trustees seem to have forgotten their duty. The
bylaws they sent to the Trust for approval were proposing to
‘preserve and protect’ one thing only—profit. Nothing else. Not a
tree, not our water, not the creatures, nothing. Worse still, and to
Galiano’s shame, these proposed bylaws would have set a
precedent that would have critically eroded the Act, leaving it
dead at its core. And there are those throughout the Trust Area
who would have gleefully danced on the grave.
At their June 24 meeting, the Trust Executive did not forget
their duty. The Supreme Court was behind their thinking 100%.
‘Preserve and protect’ is ‘no mere piety,’ as Judge Southin put it
in 1995. The Executive’s decision is historic. Proposed bylaws
LETTERS, please turn to page 14

MAYNE ISLAND
LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE
www.islandstrust.bc.ca

Mayne Island Land Use Bylaw (LUB) Review
NOTICE OF COMMUNITY INFORMATION MEETING
The Mayne Island Local Trust Committee (LTC) is currently reviewing the Mayne Island Land Use Bylaw (LUB). The LUB is
the document that regulates development on Mayne island.
Over the course of the past year the LTC has held a number of meetings to review the existing zoning and to consider
revisions to the LUB. A revised Land Use Bylaw has been drafted and the LTC is seeking community input and comment.
A community information meeting will be held on:
Saturday, July 26 starting at 1:00 pm at the Agricultural Hall
The purpose of this meeting will be to answer questions concerning the draft LUB, and to receive community comment
before the LTC considers further changes to the draft.
These meetings are open to anyone interested in attending and everyone is encouraged to participate.
A copy of the draft LUB and background information can be viewed at the Islands Trust web-site on the Mayne Island page:
www.islandstrust.bc.ca/ltc/ma/default.cfm Copies of the draft LUB can also be picked up at the Islands Trust office in Victoria.
For more information, please contact Islands Trust staff or the local trustees.
Local Trustees:
Gary Rowe:
Jeanine Dodds:

growe@islandstrust.bc.ca
(250) 539-3622
jdodds@islandstrust.bc.ca
(250) 539-2411

Islands Trust Staff:
Robert Kojima, Planner:

rkojima@islandstrust.bc.ca
(250) 405-5159
Toll-free: 1-800-663-7867

ALL MEETINGS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

Ladysmith celebrates BC
150

This BC Day long-weekend (August 2-3) Vancouver Island’s
Town of Ladysmith will celebrate BC’s 150 years of cultural
diversity, community strength and the many achievements
realized since the founding of the Crown Colony of British
Columbia in 1858. During this officially sponsored ‘BC 150’
event, thousands of residents and visitors will converge on
Ladysmith to celebrate its rich history of mining, logging, fishing
and farming.
‘This year’s event has something for everyone! The children’s
games, live music and entertainment, cultural and historical
demonstrations, and sporting events are going to be a blast. We
especially can’t wait for the massive fireworks display and this
year’s high energy feature show band, The Timebenders,’ said
Doug Godkin, the chair of the event’s organizing committee.
The fun-filled list of activities also includes the Kinsmen
parade, two pancake breakfasts, BBQ steak dinner, arts and
crafts shows, the Ronald MacDonald Sports Zone, kids
kayaking, sand volleyball and horseshoe tournaments and a
bathtub race in Ladysmith’s harbour. The extremely popular
and time-honoured Logger Sports will also return in 2008 with
their amazing acts of skilful daring and comedy.
‘It’s going to be so cool! I’ve been going since I was little and
I love it!’ said 11 year-old Mellissa Mrus.
Full details on the event times and venues can be found on
the Ladysmith Days website, www.ladysmithdays.com.
Situated on the 49th parallel, the town of Ladysmith, which
celebrated its centenary in 2004, is set on a steep hillside
overlooking the sparkling waters of Oyster Harbour. A casual
stroll down Ladysmith’s main street, with its wonderful stock of
heritage buildings, is a walk through history. With a population
of over 7,000 residents, the town is located 24 kilometres south
of Nanaimo and 90 kilometres north of Victoria. ✐

BRING YOUR RECYCLABLES TO US…
We’ll take anything with a
deposit for a full refund.
Open daily 9am to 6pm
Sunday 9:30am to 5pm

250.539.2936
SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 NARVAEZ BAY ROAD, SATURNA ISLAND

General Board Meeting
&
Open House
Wednesday, July 30, 2008
The Vancouver Island Health Authority Board of Directors is
holding its regular General Board meeting:
Wednesday, July 30th at 1:00 pm
Qualicum Beach Civic Centre
747 Jones Street, Qualicum Beach, BC
In addition to conducting its regular business, there will be a
limited amount of time set-aside during the meeting for scheduled
presentations from the public and to respond to questions
submitted in advance of the meeting.
Presentation Guidelines:
A written request is required to make a presentation to the Board.
Requests should include the general nature and viewpoint of the
presentation and groups/organizations must identify one
individual as the spokesperson. Presentations will be limited to a
maximum of 10 minutes.
Questions for the Board:
Questions must be submitted in advance of the meeting to allow
for a formal response, which will be distributed in writing at the
meeting and posted to our website following the meeting.
Note: Should the number of applications exceed the time
available at the meeting it may not be possible to schedule all
presentations. You will be contacted to confirm whether or not
you have been selected to make a presentation.
Presentations will not be accepted without prior arrangement and
questions from the floor will not be addressed. There will be an
opportunity to informally ask questions following the meeting
during the Open House.
Written questions or requests for presentations to the VIHA Board
must be submitted before 4:00 pm on Tuesday, July 15, 2008
by fax to (250) 370-8750 or by email to janet.shute@viha.ca or by
mail to: Vancouver Island Health Authority, Executive Office,
1952 Bay Street, Victoria, BC V8R 1J8
Open House Immediately Following the General Board
Meeting – Approx. 2:45pm
Following the General Board meeting there will be an Open
House to allow for a general exchange of thoughts, suggestions
and concerns between the VIHA Board and senior management
staff and the general public.

Grizzly washes up on Galiano
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Summer on the beach

PHOTO: Derek Holzapfel

PHOTO: Susan Banjavich

Tish Saunders spotted an animal while walking mid-island on
the east side of Galiano on the morning of Monday, June 23.
Thinking that it might be sleeping, she left and called animal
control. On being told it was not in their jurisdiction, she was
referred to the RCMP office. As the police were busy with other
matters, they suggested that Tish find a hunter who could assist
her if the bear was injured and still alive.
Ben Mabberly came to her aid and the two discovered that
the animal was dead. Ben identified it as a grizzly bear by its 3”
long non-retractable claws and brown coat. The animal was
approximately a year old, 175-200 pounds and about 6-7 feet
long. The bear had no visible wounds. It is thought to have come
down the Fraser River on a log boom and then drowned.✐

Voluntary Subscription? Keep
meaning to send it in? Help keep
all this great news coming!

Did something in this edition:
• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?
If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island mailbox
or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free boxes
located across the Strait of Georgia and from Victoria to
Nanaimo, or if you read online, you can show your
support and appreciation by mailing a voluntary
subscription of

($25 + $1.25 gst = $26.25) to:
Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep
those lovely letters coming. We paste them
all in our scrapbooks!

LETTERS from page 13
have never before been refused. By refusing to approve these
bylaws, they have preserved the integrity of the Islands Trust
Act. They have saved the Trust from self-destruction, and they
have firmly re-set the proper course for the islands in the Salish
Sea.
The Trust is no longer hanging by a thread.
The #1 political concern all across Canada is the environment.
And here in the Gulf Islands, we enjoy ‘one of the world’s very
few ecosystem-based governments’ decreed via the Islands Trust
Act. The world is just waking up to this wisdom, due to planetthreatening climate change. And the world is everywhere
struggling to enact rudimentary ‘preserve and protect’
legislation.
Who on Earth would want to get rid of the Islands Trust?
And, more to the point, why?
Gary Coward, Galiano Island

Straight Talk-Is the LTC Listening?
Dear Editor:
All too seldom in the mix of opinions and pressures that rumble
across the Islands are we blessed with the illuminating flash that
puts things in a clear light. After years of claim and counter-claim
on Galiano the decision by an independent third party authority
has done just that. On Tuesday, June 24, Islands Trust Executive
Committee unanimously refused bylaws Nº199 and Nº200.
The proposed bylaws Nº199 and Nº200 were judged to be
incompatible with the Galiano OCP and the Islands Trust Policy
Statement. They were also found to put the jurisdiction of the
Islands at risk in view of the PMFL Act.
These two pronouncements make is clear that the Galiano
Trustees have so misunderstood their mandate, that they have in
effect been dedicating themselves for two and a half years in
opposition to the very Trust Policy Statement they are legally
obliged as trustees to support.
In their single-minded dedication to remove community
oversight over development of 40% of the island, these trustees
turned a deaf ear to hundreds of warnings and concerns from
their own community. They would not hear the cautions even
when they were spelled out by their own LTC Chair. They
themselves, on legal advice last year, had to withdraw an earlier
incarnation of these bylaws, and still failed to see the inevitable.
Their totally misguided adventure has robbed the Islands
Trust of thousands of dollars in misdirected resources that could
have been used in service to the Galiano community.

Equally importantly, issues that were of immediate concern
when these Trustees were elected are still unaddressed over twoand-a-half years later. Issues such as: developing affordable
housing, starting the overdue OCP review, finalizing the road
network plan, reviewing the heritage forest option and
addressing beach access, vacation rentals, water issues—as well
as considering effect on the Island of our shifting demographics
and the implications of the PMFL.
More seriously though, in this community that had been
quietly healing for years, these ill-advised bylaws re-ignited a
division that has meant thousands of wasted man/woman-hours
and incalculable community energy that could have been
willingly enlisted in addressing and resolving these issues.
Let us hope the unequivocal judgment of the Executive
Committee will turn these Trustees from single-mindedly
continuing to oppose their legal mandate, and that they can
spend the final months of their term leading the Island in a
positive direction, focussing on concerns that serve the whole
community and which will bring us together again—as they
themselves promised before they were elected.
Chidakash, Galiano Island

Waiting For The Other Shoe To Drop
Dear Editor:
I applaud the June 24 decision of the Islands Trust Executive
Committee for its refusal of proposals to ‘blanket’ rezone all
Forest 1 land on Galiano Island (nearly 40% of the island) for
residential use. Ms Torgrimson’s ‘eagle’ (Island Tides, June 26,
page 6)—and all the other wildlife and the habitat it may
represent—are better protected as a result of that decision.
The Islands are still threatened, however, by the Private
Managed Forest Lands Act which allows industrial logging. It
conflicts directly with the mandate of the Islands Trust Act:
protection. Since both are provincial Acts, it is the provincial
government that must decide: Does the Province wish to
maintain these islands in Trust, or does it prefer to collapse the
Trust in favour of logging? That eagle is still on hold!
Brian Mitchell, Galiano Island

Praise For Carbon Tax
Dear Editor:
We the undersigned want to publicly state our support for the
revenue-neutral carbon tax which came into effect in British
LETTERS, please turn to next page

S ISLAND
A T UREALTY
RNA
Joan Combes, Broker/Owner
100 East Point Road
866.539.2121 fax 250.539.5567
www.saturnarealty.com

Three private acres $590,000
Includes home and cottage
Views over the Strait of Georgia

$49.00

Half-acre waterfront $365,300
Maximum sunshine and views
Unserviced 14 x 24 ft cabin

$52.00
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GSA Auto Rentals

Mention this ad & get
10% off first month’s
rental.

Rent or Lease
Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Minivans
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

ISLAND
EXPLORER
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

LTD.

WoodFired
Hot Tubs

Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198

List With Us For
Successful
Rentals
PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

250-655-5038

1-800-774-1417

1-800-809-0788

www.island-explorer.com/pender

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING

Come on in!
www alumitubs com

email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

MacDonald Park Road, Sidney

   

GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

alumitubs@telus net

FREE!

Scrap Car,
Truck, Bus &
Equipment
REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!
Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

WELLNESS
Sidney BodyTalk
A balanced body can heal itself

Lorna Chant, CBP
250-686-9654
9764 Fifth Street, Sidney
(second floor)
www.sidneybodytalk.com
Safe, Non-invasive, Amazing!

REAL ESTATE
4.26 acre property on beautiful
Gabriola Island. Old hunter’s cabin,
well, septic, hydro, phone and cable
in. 3 kms from Silva Bay and 1 km
from Degnan Bay. Private sale
$261,000.
Contact
gabriola_property@shaw.ca

MARINE
WATER TAXI

ISLAND
MARINE

Serving All The
Southern Gulf Islands

CONSTRUCTIONSERVICES

Docside Charters

Docks & Floats • Counter
Balance Systems • Pile
Driving • Custom Aluminum
Ramps and Walkways

(based out of Swartz Bay)

250-217-4488

Ph: 250-537-9710
Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

www.islandmarine.ca

LETTERS from previous page
Columbia on July 1.
We think that shifting taxes from income and earnings to the
emissions which cause global warming is a smart move. Putting
a price on the emissions which cause global warming will
provide all of us—individuals, families and industry alike—with
an incentive to reduce those emissions. Over time, it will also
lead to changes in how we build communities, making them
more sustainable places to live and work.
Gradually increasing the tax on emissions in the future
provides certainty for decision-makers, and sends the message
that families and businesses need to plan now to reduce
emissions over the long term, regardless of what happens to the
price of oil. By providing a secure investment climate, this tax
shift will help prepare BC businesses to be competitive in the
coming low-carbon economy.
A government that is serious and honest about reducing
greenhouse gases will implement policies that put a price on
emissions. All of the experts in this field and all of the
experiences from other countries confirm that we have to price
emissions in order to reduce them. The policy that does this most
efficiently, most fairly and with the best outcome for economic
growth is a carbon tax which returns revenues to those most
impacted. BC’s new carbon tax does this by shifting taxes from
income to emissions.
We think that the tax shift is well designed. It is transparent
in application, and tax revenues are returned to British
Columbians in a way which ensures that those with the lowest
incomes are not unfairly impacted. This is not a tax increase. It
is simply a shift of taxes from something we like—income—to
TWO COUNTRIES from page 6
elephant in front of ours seemed to have such baggy pants. I
reflected that they could all use a good ironing job.
The grey hides started to glow in the setting sunlight as we
wandered along the shores of a quiet lake and then waltzed our
way back to the lodge. A couple of gentle giraffes munched
unconcernedly on the tree tops as we passed.
We reacted with enthusiasm at the opportunity to view the
elephant nursery, as I was in search of an elephant named
Rastus who had been rescued from a serious injury and had

Ltd.

250-381-2157

Southern Gulf
House & Cottage Rentals

Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.

CE VAESE
N
A ROOFING

Sechelt BC

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

Well Drillers
539-5252 or
250-478-6937

FOR SALE
OdorBeGone septic vent air cleaner.
Removes sewer gas coming from
vent stack. Filter lasts 4-5 years,
Canadian company. $79 includes
taxes. www.odorbegone.ca 250-3732272.
33 ft. liveaboard pilothouse sloop
‘Rainbird’. Warm, dry unique Bill
Garden design, cold-moulded
construction. Hauled, painted every
year. $40,000. Same owners 22 years.
1-888-806-7718

Electric Bikes

FO R WATER
C OLLECTION S YSTEMS
ALSO
TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE

• Residential and
commercial well drilling
• Well pump and water
treatment systems
• BC Licenced Driller
since 1994
• FREE on-site consultation
• Hydro fracturing to
improve low yield wells

KLYNE
CONSTRUCTION
Project
Management
• Residential, multi-residential,
& commercial management
• High-end specialist
• Boat access locations
welcome
• Serving Gulf Islands and
Vancouver Island

Al Klyne 250-539-9887
alanklyne@telus.net

www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599
- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6”Water Collection Gutters

1 866 834 1600 / 250 391 6107
www.alliancedrilling.ca

COMPLETE WATER
WELL SERVICES

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

PROPANE
Propane West
stocks:
Specializing in…
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks Garage Decks
and Roofdecks
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

   or
  

Servicing the Gulf Islands

•
•
•
•

propane tanks
regulators
hoses & fittings
and appliances

for home, cabin,
camp, RV and marine.

V i s i t U s At
WWW.PROPANEWEST.CA

FAAC Gate
Control Systems

Waterworks
• 3000gals Drinking Water •

Tait Technical
Solutions

Tank Filling, Cleaning,
Sales & Rentals
Pool Filling

Authorized Service Technician

Specially selected for
Gulf Islands use.
Fantastic new bike and
electric technology.
Call Louis Vallee

250-537-5268
samander@telus.net

1-888-754-5054

MOVED
HOMES

Bulk Water Delivery Ltd

Custom Built
Aluminum Gates

Trikes & Scooters

250-539-5317

ALLIANCE DRILLING

N

Monthly Rentals
from $550

HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

FOR RENT

L

AUTOMOTIVE

CRD Health Approved

40+ buildings
available
www.nickelbros.com

250-474-7912

1-866-606-2237

YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE SEEN ALL ACROSS THE STRAIT
OF GEORGIA, FROM AS LITTLE AS $30
250-629-3660

something we want to get rid of—the pollution which causes
global warming.
The evidence shows that the tax does not impact any one
region of the province more than another. All those who
purchase and consume fossil fuels in the province, from
individual consumers to the largest industries, will have to pay
the carbon tax. We think that is fair.
We are compelled to make this statement today because we
are concerned that the importance of taking action to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions is being overshadowed by rancorous
debate. We think that the climate crisis is bigger than partisan
politics, and we know that many British Columbians want
political parties to set aside their differences and work together
to bring forward effective policies, for the sake of our economy,
our children, and our planet.
The introduction of the carbon tax is an important first step
towards meeting the province’s ambitious emission reduction
goals and it deserves the support of all British Columbians.
David Demers, CEO Westport Innovations, Len Laycock,
President Upholstery Arts, Jonathan Rhone, CEO Nexterra,
David Green UBC Economist, John Richards, SFU
Economist, Kevin Washbrook, Director, Voters Taking
Action on Climate Change, Bruce Sanguin, Minister,
Canadian Memorial United Church, David Dranchuck,
Environment Unit, Anglican Diocese of New Westminster,
Kenneth Gray, Environmental Committee, Anglican
Diocese of BC, Cheeying Ho, Executive Director Smart
Growth BC, Marc Lee, Senior Economist, Canadian Centre
for Policy Alternatives ✐

become well known to all visitors. Rastus was cutting it up and
misbehaving as any teenager might in any part of the world. He
seemed glad to have visitors.
As we left the camp, we looked up into the night sky and here
in the dark of the African bush every star seemed to leap out at
us. The Milky Way a great swath across the sky above us almost
outshone the famous Southern Cross. A sense of really
experiencing the middle of the Dark Continent was a pleasant
and peaceful feeling to take back to Zambia. ✐

islandtides@islandtides.com

SATURNA from page 3
the call for dinner is made and guests come through the line
receiving lovely food. By 4:30pm the beer garden shuts, the last
patrons in the afternoon sunshine are kindly and firmly
dislodged, thanked and invited to come again. Clean-up is in full
swing for what has to be done and can’t be left overnight.
Then we Islanders gather in the beer garden and eat together
again: tired, happy people who have worked together and
provided a successful, enjoyable event for many off-Islanders
and raised money for our community projects.
The BBQ is not really over until well into the afternoon of July
2 when the portable toilets are loaded on someone’s flat-deck to
be returned to Victoria; the nail-driving contest log is rolled off
the Winter Cove ballfield into its resting place on one side; the
tents are packed; the feed-sack bunting, decorated by years of
Island kids, is rolled up and carefully stored in a freezer box so
the mice won’t make nests out of them; and on-and-on.
Then we have a last lunch at the community hall. Two lists of
workers comments, on their individual areas and general
observations, are created. ‘What we Did that Worked Well’ and
‘What we Did That Could be Improved’ are brainstormed item by
item. Then lunch is cleaned-up, and finally we resume our
individual busy social and economic lives and turn towards
summer on Saturna Island.

10-digit Dialing
I can’t tell you how many times I have heard, after dialing one of
the probably 50 Island phone numbers I know by heart, an
automatic voice saying ‘The local number you have dialed must
be proceeded by it’s area code, blah, blah, blah….’ The message is
just long enough that I get impatient with it and have put effort
into remembering to add the area code. Why dialing three extra
digits could seem like such an imposition on my life I’m not sure!
(For years we only dialed the ‘5’ of 539 and then our four local
digits.)
I get into a swivit when I have dialed without the ‘250’ and get
‘the message,’ then impatiently hang-up, redial but go on
autopilot and dial the long distance ‘1’ before the 250, and then
end up hearing ‘this is a local call you need not… please hang up
and call again’! It is an interesting exercise in what is automatic
and how retraining happens! ✐
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Red Cedar Workshop

Singers and their songs ~ Patrick Brown
hree years ago, Pender troubadours Mae Moore and
Lester Quitzau held the first of the Red Cedar Songwriters
Camps. For both active and aspiring songwriters, this
gathering affords a supportive environment to learn and
experiment. This year’s camp, at the Hope Bay Bible Camp on
June 19-22, attracted some thirty songwriters for an extended
weekend of music, workshops, creativity, concerts, and fun.
In addition to Mae and Lester, instructors included Kim
Barlow, Jane Eamon, Penny Sidor, and veteran guitarist David
Essig. Participants came mostly from BC and Alberta. Nearly all
had performed in public; some had written songs, some hadn’t.
The guitar was the instrument of choice (someone said, ‘this
was the only place you could leave a guitar in the middle of a field
and it would still be there when you got back’) but there were also
banjos, mandolins, harmonicas, a double bass, a flute, and the
inevitable pianos and keyboards.
Thursday night at the Pender Island Community Hall, a
concert by all the instructors plus Shari Ulrich and Pied Pumkin
attracted a packed house of campers and Penderites and got the

T

REHEARSAL SPACE

weekend off to a rousing start.
(Pied Pumkin gave another
concert, for kids and their folks,
on Friday night.)
It was up early for breakfast
on Friday morning, with
workshops led by Kim Barlow
and David Essig beginning at
9am. After a brief break, more
workshops; instructors not
involved were available for oneon-one
sessions
with
participants. After lunch, an
equally busy afternoon. These
sessions tended to concentrate
on inspiration and creativity,
involving the heart, the brain,
zen, and the Muse. Also Lester’s
session on guitar riffs (imagine 22 guitarists playing in unison—
almost), and Penny Sidor’s somewhat noisy
voice training session.
David Essig opened up his recording studio,
which he had installed in one of the camp
buildings, with an invitation for anyone to
record what they had written and have it on a
CD by Monday morning; many took
advantage.
Songwriting is notoriously a solitary
occupation, but Mae encouraged a large group
to try writing in pairs, an approach which led to
some very fruitful collaborations by the end of
the camp.
Saturday was a continuation of by now
familiar themes. By this time, songs were
starting to emerge, and individuals and groups
were scattered throughout the camp and over
Hope Bay’s expansive lawns in search of
rehearsal space. Kim Barlow hosted a

gathering of banjo players, and David and Lester drew a big
crowd with a presentation on slide (or ‘bottleneck’) guitar. This
included a highly technical discussion on the tonal differences
from using a real glass bottleneck on the index finger, or a piece
of copper pipe, a length of bicycle handlebar, or (David’s
favourite) a 3/8” drive deep socket.
Sunday morning started with an ‘Old time Gospel sing’ in the
Chapel; many Penderites came and sang and sang. Later, a
session that provided an opportunity for veteran performers to
share horror stories from many years of gigs, and newbies to
expose their worst fears, which turned out to be not so bad after
all.
A sunny Sunday afternoon provided opportunities for
rehearsing and polishing songs, while Colin Hamilton ran a slick
technical rehearsal. All of this was in preparation for a four-hour
‘Songwriter’s Showcase’ concert in the Chapel to wind up the
camp on Sunday evening. The variety of performances was
amazing, and the quality (frequently enhanced by backup from
the instructors) was fantastic. This was also open to the public,
and there were a lot of Pender residents there. ✐

Attractions & Accommodation
Vancouver Island & Around the Georgia Strait (plus the Pacific!)

k’naan

AUGUST 15, 16 & 17

July 25, 26, 27
Providence Farm, Duncan

Water Taxi
Eco-Tours Whale Encounters
Fishing Charters Boating Instruction

Camping • Children’s area • Arts & Crafts • Vendors • Food
Beverages • Workshops • Jamming • Open Stage

metric
De La Soul
Matisyahu
k’naan
& many more

Advance prices until July 21:

poetscruise@shaw.ca
www.poetscove.com

Friday $40, Saturday $55, Sunday $55, Weekend $110

In the filtered sunlight of an old
forest. 1o min walk via Mouat Park
trails to Ganges or 3 min drive.
Visa, Mastercard, AmEx

Central Vancouver Island

‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’
B&B Motel • Rooms
Vacation Suites
FREE PICK-UP

20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

VICTORIA PICK-UP
Free with 1-week stay

 Rainbow Rd

Salt Spring Island

1-888-310-2299

gardenfaire@saltspring.com

www.ladysmithoceanview.com
www.bbvacation.com

250-537-4346

Fun for the Entire Family! Kids 12 & under FREE

Buy Tickets in Advance:
Weekend: Teen $65 Adult $75 ($90 at the Gate)
Day Passes: Friday $30, Saturday $50, Sunday $30
Charge by Phone! Cowichan Folk Guild: 250-748-3975

buy tickets and get all the info at

thebigtimeout.com
CAMPGROUND

24th Annual Island Folk Festival

CUMBERLAND, bc

Summerr & Falll Weekend
d Workshops
Caree off a Bricoleurr ~3DD Assemblagee - Julyy 26/277 withh Kenn Flettt
Copperr Weavingg & Metalworkk - Augustt 2/33 withh Maryy Hickss

@

www.artsdenman.com
m
Tolll Free::
1-888-335-1221
1

Line-Up
Lucie Blue Tremblay • Valdy • Manitoba Hal • Cousin Harley • Gordie
Tentrees • Women in Docs • Sandy Scofield • The Ecclestons • Cara
Luft • Delhi 2 Dublin • Ry Moran • Ivonne Hernandez Band • Bijoux Du
Bayou • Trinitude • Children of Celebrities • Richard Grainger •
Qristina & Quinn Bachand • Ed Peekeekoot • Jon Bone & the Karuna
Movement •
Scott
Parsons • Edward Lee & Ira
Pelletier • Current Swell •
Andrews & Lawrence •
Trish Clair-Peck • Ryan
McMahon Band • The
Nanaimo Fiddle Ensemble
• The Balkan Babes •
Susie Keynes & Redhead •
Joe Stanton & the Precious
Littles
• The Monte
Nordstrom Band • Gary
Preston
&
Anita
Bonkowski • Youth
Showcase Stage

www.folkfest.bc.ca

Pender Island

Oceanfront Suite

PAGE’S RESORT & MARINA
Five acres OVERLOOKING SILVA BAY
1 & 2 BEDROOM COTTAGES, fully equipped
MARINA with fuel dock (VHF66A)
CAMPGROUND with showers & laundry
BOOK & MARINE CHART STORE

3350 Coast Road, Gabriola Is.

250-247-8931

www.pagesresort.com

Experience the restorative powers of nature
at Morning Moon Guest Suite
Affordable • Self contained
Spa treatments available

250-629-6579 www.morningmoon.ca

MAUI
Vacation Condos
1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

Wish
You
Were
Here!
Wish You
Were Here!

